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Introduction
The aim of the Visegrad Animation Forum (VAF) is to be a complex platform of local professionals, producers, studios and
filmmakers for promoting the development, production, education, promotion and distribution of Central European animation
(Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, Czech Republic) internationally. The main idea behind this non-commercial initiative is that we can
support local animation not only through classical education or by organising showcases, but also by promoting or even educating
our film professionals. The Forum thus tries to help them enter the network of the European audiovisual animation scene.
The Visegrad Animation Forum was founded by the Association of Czech Animation (ASAF), a network of local producers
and studios. The first event was a presentation of Central European animation at the MIFA market in Annecy in 2013. The first
edition of the Visegrad Animation Forum (May 5–7, 2013 in Třeboň) is being organized by the ASAF in collaboration with other
professionals from our region – Slovakia’s Association of Animated Film Producers, Hungary’s Moholy-Nágy University of Art and
Design (MOME Budapest), and Poland’s New Europe Film Sales – as a co-production, presentation, lecture and networking event.
The Visegrad Animation Forum is open to all professionals, producers, filmmakers, studios and animators looking to pitch their
projects, present films, look for collaborators or learn about European standards of production. As a platform, it is particularly
important in this time of limited national culture budgets. The forum also aims to defend short films as an original animation
genre. This year’s major topic is a meeting of local television representatives accompanied by a pitching forum of television series
and a roundtable discussion where speakers will address the important question of co-productions that might help to develop the
local animation industry.
Last but not least, the Visegrad Animation Forum is an initiative that brings together professionals capable of defending our
region’s animation and promoting its further development. Together, we can raise public debate, negotiate with local institutions,
become engaged in media and culture policy, and do much more than as individual professionals in our studios.
We would like to thank the Anifilm International Festival of Animated Films in Třeboň for hosting our event and helping us to
develop it for the whole Visegrad region and Central Europe. Enjoy your 2013 Visegrad Animation Forum!
www.asaf.cz
www.visegradanimation.com
www.facebook.com/VisegradAnimationForum
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LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS
– PREPARATION FOR THE
VAF 2013 PITCH
May 5, 1-6pm, Visegrad Animation Forum,
Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
Our series of lectures and workshops are held on the first day, May 5, for participants
involved in pitching the submitted projects from our region (short animated films and TV
serials) in two Visegrad Animation Forum “film industry” competitions. The first is the
competition of short animated film projects by young filmmakers and talents; the second
is the competition of animated television serial projects by local animation studios. The
selected authors and producers will get a chance to prepare for the final pitching (held on
Tuesday, May 7) under the tutelage of experienced international professionals. The special
workshops will take the form of a meeting with established, experienced producers and
freelance media and cartoon expert Joan Lofts, who as director of television at Contender
Entertainment Group was responsible for international TV sales, publishing, licensing and
merchandising. She also has extensive experience with television production at ITN, ITV
(TVS) and BBC, having been responsible for scheduling, commissions, co-productions,
acquisitions, and all on air activities.
The tutoring will focus on scriptwriting, development, improving public presentation
(pitching) skills, and sharing specific knowledge of the European audiovisual market. The
authors of short animated films will work in groups while reflecting upon each others’
projects as well. TV serial project participants will get a chance to consult their projects
individually. The list of experts and instructors includes:
5th May Programme
1pm – Introduction
2pm –Project Development. Short lecture on the possibilities of developing short animated films for the European markets. Guests:
Christian Pfohl, Olivier Catherin
3pm – Short Film Projects: Individual work and consultation of projects in three groups. Instructors: Christian Pfohl, Olivier Catherin,
Dora Benousilio, Thom Palmem, Rolf Bächler, Espen Olaisen, Vanja Andrijević
3pm – TV Serial Projects: Consultation with experts. Guests: Joan Lofts
4.30pm – Workshop: How to Pitch, by Joan Lofts + pitching trials
5pm – Short Film Projects: Trial pitch as part of tutoring. Guests: Vanja Andrijević, Rolf Bächler
5.30pm – TV Serial Projects: Consultation with experts. Guests: Joan Lofts
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FOCUS ON NADASDY FILM

May 5, 8pm, Visegrad Animation Forum,
Loutkové divadlo/ Puppet Theatre, Třeboň
Producer and filmmaker Zoltán Horváth and producer Nicolas Burlet present the
leading Swiss animation studio, which has been involved in many international coproduction projects (such as Approved for Adoption, 2012) and original short films.
Both guests will present their most representative films from the past five years and
– as a bonus – will show episodes from their television serials “Petits Joueurs” and
“Wismo”. They will also share their experiences from working on international coproduction projects and from the European audiovisual market for short animated
films and original, ambitious projects.
The program was put together with the help of Swiss Films. More information on
Nadasdy Film is available at www.nadasdyfilm.ch
Guests:

Zoltán
Horváth
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VAF 2013 AWARD
– COMPETITION OF SHORT
ANIMATED FILMS

May 6, 9am, Visegrad Animation Forum,
Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
A central focus of the Visegrad Animation Forum is a competition of young talents
from Central Europe in which we present their courageous student films or ambitious
debuts. The two 80-minute programmes present the latest films from schools such
as FAMU Prague, UTB Zlín, MOME Budapest, VŠMU Zlín, VŠUP Prague, and
PWSFTViT Lodz. The selection also offers a look at several new co-production
projects that have been shot in the region recently. Two juries choose the best short
animated films from Central Europe for 2012/13.
New Europe Film Sales Award 2013 – acquisition of new films for the NEFS
catalogue
New Europe Film Sales is a boutique world sales company based in Warsaw, Poland, but
working throughout the world. The company holds full worldwide rights to a number of
short and feature films and works with theatrical, TV, VOD and internet buyers. Until
the end of 2011, NEFS specialized in short film sales and worked with award-winning
directors such as Ruben Östlund, Tomek Baginski and Jonas Odell. In 2012,
the company expanded into other formats such as feature films and animated series.
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JURYIES

Jury of the New Europe Film Sales Award 2013
Anja Šošič
NEFS (New Europe Film Sales Award)

Jan Naszewski
NEFS (New Europe Film Sales Award)

Jury of the VAF 2013 Award for the best animated short film
Daniel Deák
sales
Daazo.com

Isabelle Le Guern
film market manager
Off-Courts

Sarah Adam
distributor
KurzFilmAgentur Hamburg

Thomas Balmbra
filmmaker
Traum Toys studio

Moritz Mayerhofer
filmmaker
Studio Nice
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VAF 2013 AWARD SHORT
FILM COMPETITION A

↓

Bear Me
Medvěd pro mě, 2D animation, Poland/Germany, 2012, student film at
PWSFTViT Lodz, English, English subtitles, 5:30 min
One day I found a bear. Or he found me. And he stayed.

Director Kasia Wilk Screenplay Kasia Wilk Animation Kasia Wilk Voice Kasia Wilk Music Karol Obara

Dipendenza
2012, Hungary, 2D animation, no dilogue, 12:50 min

Director Panna Horváth-Molnár, Virág Zomborácz
Screenplay Virág Zomborácz, Art director Panna
Horváth-Molnár Music Balázs Alpár Sound Rudolf
Várhegyi, Zoltán Vadon Animation Andrea Miskédi,
Panna Horváth-Molnár Produced by Ákos Schneider
Co-produced by József Fülöp, Dóra Nedeczky.
Production MOME Anim, AZT Mediaproduction
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Bubu is a huge, simple-minded, sturdy fellow who works at the fish market. He is
slavishly in love with his colleague, the fragile but strong-minded Angela, a woman
of ever-changing artistic ambitions. They live in harmony until one day a handsome
stranger appears at the fish market. A story of a tragic love triangle in a bizarre,
alienated but also surrealistically charming world with a “ballad-like” compactness
and a hint of irony, combining the traditions of silent films with post-modern
elements.
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Soul
Duše, 2012, Czech Republic, classical animation, student film at VŠUP
Prague, no dialogue, 3:50 min
The film recounts the journey of a man through his own soul, which looks like
a landscape full of rocks and lakes. As the main protagonist walks through this
landscape, he must come to terms with his own conscience, embodied by a dark
shadow that persecutes him.
Director Tereza Vostradovská Story Tereza Vostradovská Screenplay Tereza Vostradovská DoP
Tereza Vostradovská Art design Tereza Vostradovská
Animation Tereza Vostradovská Sound Leo Lukáš
Pedagogues Jakub Zich, Lukáš Fišárek Production
VŠUP Prague, Film and Television Graphics Studio

Wichterle
2012, Czech Republic, 2D animation, student film at UTB Zlín, no dialogue,
5:29 min
The Czech scientist Otto Wichterle won world renown for his discoveries that
led to the production of contact lenses. However, prior to 1989 he did not receive
well-deserved recognition in Czechoslovakia. His subsequent legal dispute with the
communist government over the ownership of the contact lens patent continued for
years. The film is a tribute to this scientist.
Director Zuzana Bahulová Story Zuzana Bahulová
Animation Zuzana Bahulová Screenplay Zuzana
Bahulová Art design Zuzana Bahulová Music
Milos Hanzély, Pedagogue Jan Živocký Production
Tomáš Baťa University in Zlín, Faculty of Multimedia
Communications

Ham Story
O šunce, 2012, Czech Republic, 2D animation, student film at UTB Zlín, no
dialogue, 5:37 min

Director Eliška Chytková Story Eliška Chytková
Screenplay Eliška Chytková Animation Eliška
Chytková Art design Eliška Chytková Music Jacques
Ferchit, John Patrick, M. Tiso, Nicolas Folmer
Production Tomáš Baťa University in Zlín, Faculty of
Multimedia Communications
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The most ordinary thing about those ordinary days of our time is the everydayness
and impersonal greyness, and the fact that the greatest source of monotony is that
there is always something new. Greyness is what does not let the imagination perish.
None of us is without imagination. None of us stamps on it and holds it chained,
no matter how hard we try. None of us! My story is about that very imagination.
About the imagination that has been chained for too long, and set free with so much
strength. About playing God in a pure and childlike game.
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The Woman with Long Hair
Žena s dlouhými vlasy, 2012, Hungary, 2D animation, student film at MOME
Budapest, no dialogue, 8:44 min
Mrs. Toupee is an old lady who likes to make her grandchild’s favourite cherry cake.
One day, when she starts baking cookies for the family, she notices something
extraordinary. A tuft of her beautiful, enormous bun keeps falling into her face, and
she tries to prevent her hair from coming loose.

Director Barbara Bakos, Story Barbara Bakos Screenplay Barbara Bakos Art design Barbara Bakos
Production MOME Budapest

The Conquerors
Les Conquerants, 2011, Hungary, France, Canada (2011), combined
animation, English / French version, 12:00 min
At the dawn of time, a young man and woman set out to conquer an inhospitable land
in the hope of transforming it into paradise. Their quest is not without consequences
and pushes them ever further, ever higher. But to what end? Between prehistory and
Genesis, Eden and hell, the animated film The Conquerors calls into question human
conquests and the rise of civilization.
Director Tibor Bánóczki, Sarolta Szabó Screenplay
Tibor Bánóczki, Sarolta Szabó Production Folimage
Valence Production, National Film Board of Canada
(NFB)

Super Ema
2012, Czech Republic Pixilation, live action, student film at VŠUP Prague,
no dialogue, 1:20 min
A character from a computer game is fed up with being manipulated by the players.
Suddenly he revolts against the rules of the game itself and leaves the scene.

Director Jan Netušil, Tereza Tydlitátová, Matouš Vyhnálek Story Jan Netušil, Tereza Tydlitátová, Matouš
Vyhnálek Screenplay Jan Netušil, Tereza Tydlitátová, Matouš Vyhnálek DoP Jan Netušil Art design
Jan Netušil, Tereza Tydlitátová Animation Tereza
Tydlitátová, Matouš Vyhnálek Cast Ema Křížová
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Wings
Skrzydła, 2012, Poland, stop-motion in stereoscopy, student film at
PWSFTViT Lodz, 7:50 min
Sometimes the painter is a fragile and helpless human being, which is why it is a
thing good if his efforts are supported by somebody with almost divine strength.
But what happens if the supporter has a different vision of the artist’s future career?
The film is an attempt to bring to life the world created in the paintings of Nikifor
Krynicki.
Director Krzysztof Szafraniec Screenplay Krzysztof
Szafraniec Editing Krzysztof Szafraniec DoP Krzysztof Szafraniec, Kamil Jaworek Production
PWSFTViT (National Film, Television and Theatre
School)

Animus et Aqua
2012, Czech Republic, 2D animation, student film at FAMU, Czech with
English subtitles, 11:14 min

Director Michaela Hoffová Story Michaela Hoffová
Screenplay Michaela Hoffová Art design Michaela
Hoffová Animation Michaela Hoffová Sound Ondřej Dolejší, Michaela Hoffová Production FAMU
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The lake is like the watery eye of the Earth, on the edge of knowledge, where
everything is melted in a semi-permeable mirror of our soul... A female cyborg
awakens after a long sleep in a quiet Eden, a planet covered in forests and vegetation.
She then embarks on a mystical journey of fulfilment with only the head of her
cyborg partner, whose body was destroyed by the merciless wilderness during their
long sleep.
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FILM COMPETITION B

↓

Where Do the Wild Butterflies Grow
Kde rostou motýli?, 2012, Czech Republic, painting and 2D animation,
student film at UTB Zlín, no dialogue, 6 min
A little creature is born into a fantastic world and goes looking for its own herd and
friendship.

Director Vladimíra Macurová Screenplay Vladimíra
Macurová Art design Vladimíra Macurová Animation Vladimíra Macurová Editing Libor Nemeškal
Sound Lukáš Tvrdoň Music Marek Gabriel Hruška
Production Tomáš Baťa University in Zlín

Alien
Cizinec, 2012, Czech Republic, 2D animation, student film at FAMU, no
dialogue, 7:29 min
The film retells the story of a tourist arriving in a foreign and a very different and
incomprehensible country on the other side of the Earth. This minimalist dark
comedy also questions what it is to be different. How can we go about meeting a
distant culture in today’s globalised and touristic world?
Director Martin Máj Story Martin Máj Screenplay
Martin Máj Music Jindřich Čížek Producer Peter
Badač Production FAMU
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My Three Grandmas
2012, Hungary, 2D animation, Hungarian with English subtitles, 15 min

Director Katalin Glaser Dramaturge Rita Domonyi
Production BPAnim Holding

This film is about the director’s grandmothers, of which there happen to be three.
Women do learn a lot from their mothers and grandmothers. The latter can have
just as strong an impact on their grandchildren’s lives as parents. A grandmother is
a family’s foundation, an archetype, a great organizer. But these ladies were young
once, too; they were children, teenagers, brides. And we can tell that their youthful
indiscretions are covered by the dim shadows of the past. Their old thoughts and
actions are well censored and are a part of the family’s myths.

Lighta
2012, Slovakia, 2D animation, student film at VŠMU, Slovak and English
version, 7:00 min.
Lighta is a small light bulb. She lives in the room of an old model maker, where she is
the only source of light. One day, the old model maker lets a new rival into the room.
Small Lighta decides to fight for her place.

Director Andrej Gregorčok Story Peter Gašparík,
Andrej Gregorčok Screenplay: Peter Gašparík, Andrej
Gregorčok DoP Andrej Gregorčok MusicEliška Cílková Animation Andrej Gregorčok Art design Andrej
Gregorčok Layout Martin Smatana, Dávid Stumpf,
Andrej Gregorčok Voices Samuel Bedecs, Zuzana
Bedecsová, Martin Smatana, Andrej Gregorčok
Production VŠMU Bratislava

Comely Face
Sličná tvář, 2012, Czech Republic, classical animation, student film at FAMU,
no dialogue, English texts, 9:35 min

Director Soňa Jelínková Story Soňa Jelínková Screenplay Soňa Jelínková Art design Soňa Jelínková
Production: FAMU Prague
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Comely Face is a dystopian vision of the world, set at a time that is not further
identified. The story takes place in a city rules by machines and computers that
control all of human time. Outside of work and factories, there exists a world of
heightened perception in which the magical is naturally intertwined with the real.
The film is presented as a series of iconic images based primarily on an interpretation
of the human psyche. Through surprising visual associations, the filmmakers
constructs a world of mythical animals, symbols and nature come to life that can be
understood as an unsettling vision of the future or as a metaphor for the soul of man
in the world today.
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Ziegenort
2013, Poland, 2D and 3D animation, Polish with English subtitles, 19 min
Fish Boy is a teenager facing the challenges of growing up. His problems are
especially severe, as he is different from all others: He is half boy, half fish. His story
is set against the background of a seemingly idyllic fishing village, where his father
wants to teach him how to become a fisherman. The boy’s struggle with the stigma of
rejection takes place on several levels of interpersonal relationships. Ultimately,
it also affects Fish Boy’s relationship to himself.

Director Tomasz Popakul Screenplay Tomasz Popakul Art design Tomasz Popakul Produced by Piotr
Szczepanowicz Sound Michal Fojcik Music Stuart
Dahlquist, Pawel Cieslak Editing Tomasz Popakul,
Piotr Szczepanowicz Animation Tomasz Popakul
Production NoLabel Voices Piotr Loc Hoang Ngoc,
Maciej Miszczak, Daria Polasik, Natalia Brozynska

Operation White Widow
Operace bílá vdova, 2012, Poland, Germany, 3D animation, student film at
PWSFTViT Lodz and Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg, 4:17 min
Animated short action film featuring a sci-fi paratrooper jump that ends in a fantastic
didn’t-see-that-coming ending.

Director Jacek Mazur Script Jacek Mazur Modelling
Jacek Mazur Animation Jacek Mazur Art director
Marek Skrobecki Sound Tommy Zee Music Tommy
Zee Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

Bubble
Bublina, 2012, Slovakia, 2D animation, student film at VŠMU Bratislava, no
dialogue, 7:33 min
Water has brought a Man and a Woman together, but then becomes an obstacle in
their lives. It is only after a child is born that it helps them come together again.

Director Mária Oľhová Story Mária Oľhová Screenplay Mária Oľhová Production VŠMU Bratislava
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The Trip
Cesta, 2012, Czech Republic 2D animation, school film FAMU,
no dialogue, 5:53 min
An audiovisual meditation on the subject of travelling.

Director Ondřej Dolejší Story Ondřej Dolejší
Screenplay Ondřej Dolejší Animation Ondřej Dolejší Editing Ondřej Dolejší Sound Ondřej Dolejší
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VAF 2013 PITCHING
OF TV SERIAL PROJECTS

May 6, 1pm, Visegrad Animation Forum, Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
A presentation of Central and Eastern European projects for animated TV serials
submitted into competition and selected by VAF. The final pitching will be held in
front of international professionals and representatives from Central European
television stations, who will sit on the jury that will select the best project. The
pitching forum will be followed by a roundtable debate at 3.30pm on the possibility of
television serial co-productions in Central and Eastern Europe involving the television
stations of the region’s once famous animation industry. The producers the presented
projects can also make an appointment for one-on-one meetings with television
representatives and other producers present at VAF 2013, to be held after the dinner
(7-8pm) or on Tuesday morning.
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JURY
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Halka Marčeková
script editor, TV drama dept.,
Radio and Television of Slovakia,
Slovakia

Vanda Horváth
editor-in-chief, Children and Youth
Programmes, MTVA, Media Service
Support and Asset Management,
Hungary

Krešimir Zubčić
head of foreign programme dept., editor
and purchaser, Hrvatska radiotelevizija,
Croatia

Andraz Poeschl
Culture and Arts Programme,
RTV SLO, Slovenia

Jan Maxa
director of program development,
Czech Television, Czech Republic

Anna Kowalewska-Onaszkiewicz
deputy head of Film
Agency TVP SA , Poland
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The Adventures of Gloria Scott
/ Pustolovine Glorije Scott

Dijana
Mladenovic

Director: Mr. Tvrtko Raspolic (tvrtkoraspolic@yahoo.com)
Producer: Dijana Mladenovic (dijana.mladenovic@pu.tcom.hr), 912051300
Director and visual designer: Matija Pisacic (matija.
pisacic.2@gmail.com)
Production company: Kinematograf
Nova Ves 18
10000, Zagreb, Croatia
www.kinematograf.hr
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Logline:
The detective heroine Gloria Scott and her companion Mary
Lambert go around 19th-century London, solving crimes and
committing as many in the process. In each episode, they solve
a mysterious case (or the lack thereof) using unusual methods of
deduction, and find the most astonishing ways to solve crimes
that, more often than not, they have committed themselves.
Director’s statement

Description of the main story line
and poetics:
The animated series The Adventures of Gloria Scott is based
on the cult short story collection of the same name by Croatian
author Mima Simic, who is also one of the scriptwriters. The
premise is seemingly simple: the detective heroine Gloria Scott
and her companion Mary Lambert go around 19th-century
London, solving crimes and committing as many in the process.
The series is a post-modern take on the eternally popular
detective genre. Apart from the most obvious reference to
Conan Doyle, it also manages to subvert the detective and crime
genres in a wider sense, from Agatha Christie and her Hercule
Poirot to popular contemporary investigative television series.
Although the narrative of each episode is mostly linear, all other
structural elements of the genre are subverted – mechanisms
of deduction, characterization (often bordering on grotesque –
both in the physical as well as ethical sense), the perception of
justice and the manner of its execution, etc.
Even though the series is set in 19th-century London, the
character of Gloria Scott serves to reflect relevant artistic, social
and political issues of the (post)modern world and its many
(economic, social, ethical) crises. In this respect, the form of
(subverted) detective stories presents itself as an ideal medium
for reflecting and problematizing the aforementioned topics. The
Adventures of Gloria Scott thus deals with many burning global
issues of today – from gender/sexuality and identity construction
to systems of control (politics, religion, media), the role of popular
culture in the (re)production of stereotypes, feminism, domestic
violence; workers’, students’ and animal rights etc. – offering a
new perspective on the process of (re)creating history, particularly
the history of art. To be sure, since the series is imagined above
all as a work of animated art, these “theoretical” issues are laid
deep down in its foundations and do not present an obstacle to
viewing pleasure (whether the viewer has acknowledged them or
not). Also, thanks to the fast-paced action, humour and suspense
driving each episode, the series will also be appealing to younger
audiences, while more experienced viewers will be additionally
entertained and stimulated by the process of recognizing the
post-modern references in the individual episodes’ visual, textual
and musical elements.
Thus, the series will visually evoke the graphic expression of
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the late 19th century, playing with the templates and posters
of Toulouse-Lautrec, Art Nouveau and various precursors of
cinematic art that existed before the first Lumiere brothers’
screening.
The main objective of the animated series about Gloria Scott is
to provoke viewers’ alertness, memory, perception and value
systems, and to do so through exciting entertainment, fascinating
visual identity, miniature narrative and cultural traps.

Director’s statement:
The detective genre, regardless of the medium, has its own strict
laws. First, the director is challenged to tell/show the action
clearly so that the viewer does not have to be a brain surgeon
to establish the sequence of causes and effects; (s)he needs to
present the proofs of detective’s conclusions. This task is here
made more complicated for the fact that what we are dealing
with is actually anti-detective genre.
Not only are we playing with the conventions of the genre, but
we are turning the whole system on its head. The second task,
therefore, is to create a new logical form which, as ‘twisted’
as it might seem, must at the same time be consistent with
the limits of the narrated world and recognized/accepted by
the audience. All Gloria’s (mis)conclusions must contain the
key to how the mistake was made. And it is our duty, by using
all available means of cinematic expression, to present this
solution in a clear manner.
Postmodernist literary model is full of quotations, clichés,
and conundrums. When the first phenomenological level of
the film is established (clearly showing the story), it opens up
a space for subtle subversions that the viewer will recognize.

Tvrtko Raspolic
Raspolic graduated in film and directing from the Academy of
Dramatic Arts in Zagreb. He is a regular director-collaborator
with Croatian National Television, and also regularly publishes
stories in various anthologies and periodicals.

Matija Pisacic
A graduate of the School of Applied Arts and Design in Zagreb,
where he studied philosophy and religious culture. Since 1995,
he has published illustrations and comic strips in national
newspapers, magazines and books. He does illustrations and
storyboards for advertising agencies, as well as designs and
layouts for television commercials. His first animated short,
Doctor Zodiac’s Fantastic Odyssey (2008) was produced by the
Croatian Film Club Association and premiered in competition at
Animafest Zagreb. In 2010, his second animated short, Choban,
received funding and went into production with Zagreb Film.
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Agi Bagi
Author: Tomasz Paziewski (t.paziewski@badibadi.com)
Producer: Dominika Osak (d.osak@badibadi.com)
Producer: Tom Nedved (niedzwiedz@badibadi.com)
Grzegorz Wacławek (waclawek@animoon.pl)
Production studio: Badi Badi
Al. Wilanowska 281
02-730, Warsaw, Poland
www.badibadi.com
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Tom Nedved
co-owner Badi Badi,
director of animation
Badi Badi

Dominika Osak
producer
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Logline:

Distribution:

Far, far away, somewhere deep in outer space, there is a
small planet. It is called Agi Bagi, because it had two sides
– Agi and Bagi. Both sides of this charming little planet are
inhabited, and the natives form tribes called Agingas and
Bagingas. Both tribes take very good care of their local
plants and animals, and respect the natural world on their
side of the planet. Without even knowing it, they work
together to preserve the joint Agi Bagi ecosystem. The planet
is also home to a mischievous, somewhat goofy creature –
the Bumbly. Bumbly lives in a little burrow, and can cause
a lot of trouble with its greediness and shenanigans. It’s a
good thing that the Agingas and Bagingas can work together
to restore harmony.

Agi Bagi will be distributed in Poland, as well as all over
the world via our German sales agent from Your Family
Entertainment, which is responsible for the series’
distribution. For these reasons, we are convinced that Agi
Bagi has great sales potential. After researching the market
and coming up with a business plan, we estimate that we can
succeed in selling our series to at least 40 countries all over
the world, taking into consideration that in some countries
the ways of broadcasting are different (for instance, in
the USA there are national or regional stations, each
with a different type of broadcast rights). This data is an
approximate estimate of the possible income for the license.
To use the Polish example, we have confirmed interest for
the purchase of rights by 5 broadcasters (the Polish example
also shows that incomes are understated 20 times).
Agi Bagi will be also promoted through multimedia actions,
on-line games and games to be purchased on-line or on DVD
and marketing materials. Games will be available on every
portable platform, including mobile phones running on
Android, iPods and iPads.

Description of the main story line
and poetics:
The series tells us about the adventures of two protagonists:
Bodjo and Zeebee on the planet Agi Bagi. Their daily
goings-on serve as a backdrop to the story of the relationship
between the two civilised races that inhabit Agi Bagi –
the Agingas and Bagingas. The Agingas look like a cross
between a snail and a bunny, and their main occupation is
planting seeds and tending to their growth. They also like to
make music by playing flute-like wind instruments that they
call Flutyflutes.
The Bagingas live on the other side of the planet. They
prefer a wet, marsh-like environment. They live among
the roots of Agingan plants. The Agingas and Bagingas
come together with nature to create a particular ecosystem,
and together they tend to the upper and lower parts of the
plants. Each episode tells a new story about their natural
co-dependence, and in almost every episode, Bodjo and
Zeebee work to restore order and harmony on Agi Bagi.
They are helped by such secondary and tertiary characters
as Strongman without Pants, Felek and Myfka, Chief Shifoo,
Psycho-owl, the Gleeglucks and the Butterbunnies.
The idea came from author Bartosz Słomka – whose
script for the series won a prize out of a field of some 350
competitors. Tomasz Niedżwiedź also worked on the script
and is responsible for the final script of Agi Bagi.

Facts:
Format: 13 episodes, 7 minutes.
Budget: PLN 3.8 mln
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Director’s statement:
The main assumption is that the series should be universal
and comprehensible throughout the world. The target
group is children aged 2-5 years. The main value of the
series is its capacity to educate young viewers on matters
of the environment. The basic concepts of life in harmony
with nature are described in an amusing, yet clear and
educational manner. We strive to avoid overly complicated
themes and terminology; the show encourages a conscious
and environmental attitude towards nature in general,
instead of focusing on particular species of animals or
plants.

Tom Nedved
The project’s scriptwriter and director, studied with Daniel
Szczechura’s animation studio in the graphic arts department
at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts. Since 2003, he and his
partner Tomek Paziewski have run the animation and postproduction studio Badi Badi. He has extensive experience from
his impressive accomplishments in television and advertising,
having completed more than 2,000 advertisements and
opening credits and 24 video clips.
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Basia
Author: Marcin Wasilewski (mwasilewski@g-s.pl)
Producer: Robert Jaszczurowski (rjaszczurowski@g-s.pl)
Production company: Grupa Smacznego,
Ul. Niedźwiednik 26 d
80-292 Gdańsk, Poland, www.g-s.pl

Marcin
Wasilewski

Robert
Jaszczurowski
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Logline:

Marcin Wasilewski

Basia is the story of the real adventures of a real little girl.
Basia is five years old and she is quite a character. She lives
in a city with her mum, dad and two brothers – her special
trusted friend, Teddy the Teddy Bear, of course. Basia likes
books and inventing new games. Sometimes she is impatient
or misbehaves, but she is never mean. She is a fresh mind
learning about the world surrounding her. And she learns
that difficult questions can have very simple answers.

An experienced director, and the author of the independent
shorts Amphora (2007), The Agronaut (2009) and Lost
Senses (in production, planned release in 2013). He is also
a creative script writer, designer, animator and storyboard
artist, and is always willing to learn more about animation
and storytelling. He is currently experimenting with 3D
technique in Lost Senses.

Grupa Smacznego
Description of the main story line
and poetics:
The idea for our TV series originates from the series of
books Basia by Zofia Stanecka, illustrated by Marianna
Oklejak. Since first being published in 2008, the books
have received numerous positive reviews and are loved by
children and parents alike, who always eagerly await the
next new volume. Thanks to Basia, a character that children
can easily identify with, the books have grown in popularity.
And no wonder – Basia is smart and funny, she knows how
to have it her way, and she is very curious about the world
around her. This is where a new story is bound to begin.
When film director Marcin Wasilewski (and also father of
a preschool boy) discovered Stanecka’s books, he could
picture Basia on screen at once. He soon realized that thanks
to Marianna Oklejak’s very creative, simple and joyful
artwork, the books could be easily adapted to animation. His
ten years of experience in animation have helped to add that
final touch, and so the project came to life.

A studio located in Niedzwiednik, Gdansk, is a working
space for a team of 13 artists – young talented 2D and 3D
animators, illustrators, music composers and directors. We
cooperate with a group of about 25 freelance animators,
graphic artists, storyboard artists, script writers, sound
designers, compositors, editors, and programmers from
Poland and abroad. Most of our collaborators gained
animation experience from working with us on the Harry
and Toto television series (based on the original idea by Paul
Shuttleworth) for BBC Worldwide.

Stage: development.
Target: children age 4-7, format: 26 x 10‘
Genre: comedy educational series
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Casparade / Kacperiada
Author: Wojtek Wawszczyk (wojwaw@human-ark.com)
Kamil Polak (k.polak@human-ark.com)
Maks Sikora (m.sikora@human-ark.com)
Production company: Human Ark
Czerniakowska 73//79
05-075 Warsaw, Poland
www.human-ark.com
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Logline:
Being 7 years old is not an easy task, especially if you
have to deal with a never-grown-up news editor and a
meticulous animal psychiatrist who happen to be your
parents. Fortunately, you can always count on your favourite
super hero who won’t save your life but triggers your own
imagination instead. And after all, having a family is one
of the greatest things on earth! One of the most important
moments in everybody’s life is being 7 years old. It is the
moment of discovering your identity, tasting the first
attempts of independence from your parents and becoming
aware of being part of a bigger puzzle within a social
structure. It is the time when we ask our first adult questions
after going to school for the first time.

Description of the main story line
and poetics:
The animated series Casparade is a tale of those first
challenges in the time between childhood and adulthood. It
is all about Casper, a 7-year-old rascal discovering the world
and challenging his mom and dad with his vivid imagination
and exuberant energy. Each episode brings a new adventure
for our cheeky little hero. First, he encounters a problem
and tries to deal with it alone. When his attempt leads to
nowhere, Mom or Dad gets involved – which leads straight
to catastrophe. Casper learns his lesson by finding a solution
based on his own experience.
Casper’s actions are often inspired by his favourite cheesy
TV cartoon, The Fly Avenger. The adventures of Casper and
his parents are joined by the strangely behaving animals
currently being treated by Casper’s animal psychiatrist
mom. All the events are witnessed by two pigeons – one fat
and one skinny – who watch this crazy human family with
honest disbelief.
Target Group: Family & Children (6-9 years), 13 x 11 min
Budget: 800,000 euros
Pilot Episode ready: https://vimeo.com/55026696
Password: kac1per
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attractive than real life – they provide us with all the noisy
content: superheroes, magic, cyborgs, violence and fear.
Maybe all this causes us to feel lost when it comes to dealing
with normal, everyday issues.
In times such as these, it is a challenge to create a TV series
for children without any superpowers, magic or robots, but
that instead deals with normal, everyday life. We also have
a hunger and nostalgia for films that are not only about
something important but are also original, aesthetically
beautiful and well crafted. We want to make films that we
would like to watch ourselves: entertaining, funny and wise.
Casparade is our attempt at creating such a film.
Avoiding expletives and unwarranted violence, we tell
Casper’s adventures with absurd humour, in a warmhearted atmosphere, and with a message that reinforces
positive values. A hyperactive rascal, a meticulous animal
psychiatrist and a never-grown-up news editor – all three
of them have their flaws and weaknesses, but together they
form a great family. By picturing their life together we want
to provide clear messages of tolerance, openness, creativity,
optimism. The further away we are from screens of any kind,
the closer we are to answers and solutions.
Oh, there’s also the Fly Avenger. He’s only the coolest
character ever. If there were Fly Avenger toys, we’d be the
first to get them! – W. Wawszczyk, K. Polak

Wojtek Waeszczyk
Graduate of the Polish National Film School and the German
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg. His first short films
garnered much attention and won awards around the world,
and since then Wojtek has amassed more than a decade
of experience in the animation industry. Working as an
animator for the Disney productions I, Robot and Aeon
Flux, he developed a profound understanding for animation
as a commercial product and has worked to merge this
approach with his own artistic vision ever since. He works as
a director, animator, writer, cartoonist, teacher and music
composer. Since 2011, Wojtek has been one of the creative
directors of the Human Ark studio (www.wojwaw.com).

Director’s statement:
We live in times where we talk to each other more often via
a screen than face-to-face. We discover the world by staying
indoors and looking at a monitor instead of seeing it all for
real. Many of our activates are limited to the screen: we
discuss, play, learn and love by looking at a glass rectangle
on our TVs, computers, tablets, mobile phones. We are
surrounded by screens, which seem to be so much more
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Great Adventures of Dora and Rosa
/ Velká dobrodružství Dory a Rosy

Vratislav
Šlajer

Author: Martin Duda (martin.duda@vfx.cz)
Producer: Vratislav Šlajer (vratislav@bionaut.cz)
Production company: Bionaut Films
Dělnická 47
17000, Praha 7 Czech Republic
www.bionaut.cz
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Logline
An animated bedtime story that follows in the tradition of
educational series such Once Upon a Time... Life. “Encyclopaedic
adventures” that offer information about the everyday things
around us in a playful way. Dora and Rosa are five-year old sisters
discovering the world. Their grandmother lives in a big house
with a garden where the girls regularly come to visit. The house is
enchanted: all they have to do is step inside and open up rooms...
Immediately a port, a bakery, a laboratory or even a base in outer
space appear in front of their eyes. Each of the rooms is a reflection
of the world outside, where things are seen through different –
children’s – eyes. And every discovery turns into a great adventure.

Description of the main story line
and poetics
Rosa is level headed, thinks a lot about everything, examines
objects a lot and asks how things work. Dora dives headfirst into
everything, she’s fast, and acts first and thinks later. On every visit
to their grandmother’s house, they find a new room and in it a
new world. Inside the house is a different reality and things work
differently. It is the world of fantasy, shifted ad absurdum but one
that seems real to the audience. How things work is illustrated
on a simplified models of normal environments. Granny is their
guide – not only does she know her way around the house, but she
also knows about all the things that the girls are interested in and
is able to answer their every question. Grandfather and Laika the
dog also live in the house. Grandpa seems to be a passive figure,
usually just sitting in an armchair reading the newspaper. In each
room there is also a problem waiting for the girls to solve. The
girls always manage, but solving the problems also destroys the
whole house. Each episode ends with total destruction, after which
grandpa puts down his newspaper, picks up a hammer and puts
the house back together – so that Dora and Rosa can get to work on
another adventure in the next episode. The theme of the first series
is professions. Thus, we discover places associated with various
jobs: a post office, a bakery, a laboratory and even a spaceship.
Each profession is playfully and humorously explained for children
using the endless opportunities of animation. Classic storytelling is
combined with encyclopaedic examples that are always rendered in
way that makes them easy for children to understand.
The animation technology is a combination of 2D and 3D. All of
the characters should be in 2D cutout animation, while the settings
are in 3D. We want to combine the advantages of 2D character
metamorphosis with the camera and directing techniques of
working in 3D. We want to use camera shots that allow each of
the sets to move differently depending on their distance from the
camera, the characters to be closer or more distant and for their
sharpness to change. Drawn and painted textures will be applied to
the characters and 3D settings. This will give the series an entirely
unique visual atmosphere; the characters and settings will appear
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drawn or painted, but at the same time the contours and principles
of 2D/3D animation will work with absolute precision. It is a mix of
several techniques, the resulting appearance of which will be more
artistic than cartoons or pure 2D/3D animation. The tempo should
be very brisk. Each episode will be full of information, and the little
girls will have to understand, resolve and explain everything in
time. Each episode is 8 minutes in length. The main target group
is children aged 4-8. The budget per episode is CZK 1.6 million
(EUR 65,000).

Director’s statement:
The series uses an animated format full of fantasy, and brings
items, symbols and materials to life in order to discuss and
explain the stories of various professions in a very entertaining
way, full of childhood poetics. The main characters of the
series are twins Rosa and Dora, who pay frequent visits to their
grandmother. Grandmother lives in a house with a garden and
has a dog named Laika. Over the course of the episode there are
many “encyclopaedic entries“, where grandmother uses playful
examples to explain the facts. For example, the Earth is as far from
the Moon as a million little Doras standing on each other’s heads.
When a rocket starts, the fire is made by oxygen and hydrogen
partying together like at a rock concert. When she explains what
spice is, we find ourselves in an Oriental marketplace where the
individual spices are personified. Everything always ends well,
and grandmother has a moral to each story.

Martin Duda
He is interested in sci-fi, special effects and animation since
childhood. Studied design at SUŘ in Brno (1996 – 1999),
followed by animated film at FAMU in Prague (1999 – 2007).
His graduate film, I am Bigger and Better, was nominated for
a Students’ Oscar in 2008. He founded the label VFXstore and
currently works as a director, animator and VFX specialist. He
is one of the most successful young commercial directors. He
has two daughters – Dora and Rosa.

Bionaut Films
This film and television company produces feature, documentary
and animated films within the companies Bionaut Films,
FilmBrigade and FilmBreak. Among other things, the Bionaut
has produced the films Walking Too Fast (5 Czech Film Awards,
5 Czech Film Critics’ Awards), Who is Afraid of the Wolf (2009
Berlinale, Best Film at the 2009 Finále Plzeň), Vendeta (4 Czech
Lion nominations), Smradi (7 Czech Lion nominations), Auto*Mate
(Viewers’ Award at the International Documentary Film Festival in
Jihlava) and Bear Islands (Czech Film Award nomination for Best
Documentary), as well as the television programme Hotel Insomnia
and the series Airport (nominated for the TýTý Audience award).
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Kartonka
Author: Béla Klingl (klinglbela@kgbstudio.hu)
Production company: Animation Studio KGB
Viador u. 15
1034, Budapest, Hungary
www.kgbstudio.hu
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Logline / episode structure:
10-second opening sequence: subjective camera,
children’s hands fold a character in front of a neutral white
background. The paper character bounces off the picture and
lands in the story. Here, it encounters other characters made
from wrapping paper and gets into various adventures. In
every episode, they face a problem that must be solved in a
creative way using the given tools as in a real-life household.

Director’s statement:
Our animated series tell the story of folded paper characters’
adventures through a child’s imaginative fairy-tale world
made out of household waste, using realistic computer
animated techniques. The series is for children from age 4
to 14. The original idea of our animated series was to create
a fairy-tale world using everyday objects and materials
while exploiting the tinkering techniques and gags our home
provides.
The episodes’ backgrounds, the city and surrounding
woods are all constructed from paper boxes, bottles,
textiles, cardboard rolls, straws, and plastic bottle caps. The
characters are folded from flat coloured paper. This gives us
an extra opportunity for visual humour: the characters can
fold into each other, shift shapes and draw their paper tools.
The entire world has been built on a child’s desk. Therefore,
the Sun is none other than the desk lamp and an accidentally
switched-on fan might lead to a windstorm. The inhabitants
of this world might think of these as natural or even
supernatural phenomena. In this way, the storytelling
remains within the boundaries of a child’s fantasy world.
From a very young age, children today are more likely to play
on computers, tablets, or mobile phones, which is why such a
world might arouse their interest: using the latest computer
animation technology to create characters that are made
of familiar materials and objects, and that as a result are
loveable, clumsy and behave in a burlesque fashion.
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Parallel shifted workflow: finish an episode every 3 weeks
5,000 euros per minute, one episode costs 12,500 euros
Title and credits takes up 30 seconds
We have already financed 5 episodes
Budget for 17 episodes: 212,500 euros
-20% of the budget
Final amount: 170,000 euros
Estimated Hungarian release in 2013, estimated
International release in 2014

Director’s biography:
High School of Fine Art – graphic design
MOME – animation directing
Experience
Several years in game development
Founder of KGB Studio
Kartonka – art director, film director, creative producer

Facts and the main story line:
Target group: For children aged 4-14, but because of its
humour and visual effects, it could even address parents up
to age 30.
Technique: Realistic 3D animation imitating pixilation.
Format: We are planning for a 22-part series without
dialogue or narration; the only sounds are music and
sound effects. Humorous episodes built on the traditional
burlesque elements of situational comedy.
22 episodes x 3 minutes
2 months per episode
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The Storm Cloud Odyssey
/ Odysea na burzowej chmurze
Author: Agnieszka Sadurska – agnie_sadu@o2.pl
Producer: Włodzimierz Matuszewski
wmatuszewski@smf.com.pl
Development:
Joanna Ronikier – joanna.ronikier@gmail.com)
Production company:
Studio Miniatur Filmowych
PL 0-956, Warsaw, Poland
www.smf.com.pl
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Logline:
In the second season of the animated series The Storm
Cloud Odyssey, the same two dwarves, Pikulik and Oświrek,
face the task of rescuing their friend, the good witch
Babujaga. The ugly and jealous Kubaba has used her evil
magic powers to disperse Babujaga all over various periods
of history. The dwarves launch a new journey to collect
various items scattered all over Europe, not only in space but
also in time: from the Middle Ages to the present day.

Description of the main story line
and poetics:
The Storm Cloud Odyssey is a continuation of the film series
Journey on the Stormy Cloud, shot by the same director and
scriptwriter, Agnieszka Sadurska, in which the two dwarves
Pikulik and Oświrek travelled through Europe. In the second
season of the series, they will travel in time. They help the
famous Polish sculptor Veit Stoss in Krakow while finishing
his famous altar, or they inspire Mona Lisa’s smile while
Leonardo da Vinci is working on the famous painting in
Milan. They also visit the workshop of Hieronymus Bosch in
Brabant and join William Shakespeare’s theatrical troupe.
In Amsterdam, they help Rembrandt choose a model for
the girl in The Night Watch, and they meet Moliere during
his secret visit to the queen’s chambers at Versa. But the
evil witch Kubaba has been engaged in conflict with the
good witch Babujaga. Kubaba used her secret weapon,
the Froggielisk (a hybrid of a frog and a basilisk) to cause
her rival’s disappearance. The magic spell disperses all of
Babujaga’s belongings (clothing, jewellery and other bits
and ends) through time and space… all over the history of
Europe. The two dwarves Oświrek and Pikulik, guided by a
magic compass and followed by the Basilisk (Kubaba’s spy)
fly on the storm cloud to save their friend Babujaga.
Studio Miniatur Filmowych is one of Poland’s major
traditional production studios, famous for its TV serials and
animated productions.
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be a success in Journey on the Stormy Cloud – the film that
precedes this serial project. So far, I have written two scripts,
eight treatments and 16 storylines for the serial. I have also
developed the visual designs of the main characters and the
decorations for several locations. But we need to develop the
characters, props and backgrounds more.
For the scripts, we are counting on the help of qualified
script doctors, and the staff of Studio Miniatur Filmowych
anf Filmograf have already built up a good work flow. My
project has also received development funding from the
Polish Film Institute.
http://vimeo.com/user7713910/videos

Agnieszka Sadurska
Sadurska is an experienced filmmaker, the creator of several
animated series shot and released on Polish television,
including Przypadki Zwiezo-Jeża (1995-1998, 11x5‘, 2x 10’),
Wierszowanki-malowanki (2001-2002, 13x5‘), Journey
on the Stormy Cloud (2005-2009, 13x13‘) – (development
Media Programe) series commission by TVP 1. Sadurska
has also made several animated television specials: Między
śniegiem, a siódmym niebem (1998, 25‘), Stąd do ratuszowej
wieży (1999, 25‘), O Krasnalach i Wiglii (2003, 25‘). She
has received numerous awards, including from festivals in
Munich and Chicago.

Director’s statement:
The series is made using 2D Toon Boom Animation, the
background are in 3D with a strong emphasis on visuals.
In the serial, we meet great figures of European culture
at different period of their lives – sometimes in the years
prior to their glory, other times at the peak of their careers.
Usually we encounter them at work on their masterpieces,
many of which are considered epochal achievements in
painting, sculpture, drama, writing, music or film.
I have a very clear vision of the project, which proved to
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The Story About Mum and Dad,
/ Povídání o mamince a tatínkovi
Director: Tina Dufková
Producer: Radim Procházka
Production company: Jakub Halousek
Anima Studio
Heřmanova 413/3
170 00 Praha-Holešovice
Email: anima@ahoj.cz
Web: www.animastudio.cz
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Logline:
Tales of one big family through the eyes of its smallest
member.
A Story about a Mum and a Dad is told in the form of an
animated puppet serial for children between the ages of
3 and 8 (a TV bedtime story). The stories are narrated
by a small boy called Tonda, who is the series’ central
character. In the first seven episodes, we join his parents and
grandparents in awaiting his long-anticipated birth.
In the subsequent instalments we watch Tonda growing up
and see everything he experiences. It goes without saying
that in a large family, you need not only all the grannies and
grandpas, but also your friends from the forest: a squirrel,
a hoopoe, a hare and an owl.

Description of the main story line
and poetics:
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computer animation in the film Usnula jsem (A Tear is
Needed, 2009), recipient of the 2010 Silver Lion Award and
the International Student Film Golden Lion Award in Taipei,
Taiwan. She also contributed the short stop-motion segment
“How the Ogres Died Out in the Mountains” for the feature
film Fimfarum 2 (2011). The film won the Best Feature for
Children at Anifilm 2011 in Třeboň, Czech Republic.

Studio Anima:
The stop-motion animation studio Anima Ltd. was
established in Prague in 1991. The company specialises in
making animated films exclusively using classical methods
such as cutout animation, relief, plasticine, puppets, and
pixilation. In the past 21 years, the studio has produced more
than 170 bedtime shorts for Czech and Slovak Television,
as well as commercials and other animated short films. It
also co-produced two feature-length films with a complete
output of more than 24 hours of full animation.

The series is conceived in the classical puppet form, which
has a rich tradition in the Czech Republic. Tradition is
also one of the main strands of the series. A functional
family, and the illustration of various traditional crafts and
materials. The artistic approach is very tactile, making full
use of nature (stones, roots, branches...), balls of wool,
assorted fabrics, buttons... things that children come into
everyday contact and are physically familiar with. The
storyline concerning the mother and father shows young
children the importance of traditions and the beauty of
ordinary things all around us.
The approximate budget for one episode is 40,000 euros.
We are in pre-negotiations with Czech Television for
covering 75 % (30,000 euros) and are looking for 10,000
euros per episode. We hope to start next year with 7
episodes.
Czech Television: 30,000 euros
TBC (foreign party) 10,000 euros
TOTAL 40,000 euros

Director’s biography and
filmography:
Kristina Dufková (1978) is one of the most talented upand-coming Czech animated filmmakers. She attended
FAMU’s Animation Department from 2000 to 2009. Her
previous films include The Wedding Shirts (2004, part of
documentary on painter Alén Diviš), created using handdrawn animation, and Ze života matek (From The Lives of
Mothers, 2006, painted on glass, 35mm). She continued
to develop her style of mixing traditional approaches with
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The Websters / Pavúky z rohu
Author: Katarína Kerekesová
Producer: Katarína Kerekesová
(katakerekesova@gmail.com)
Production company: Fool Moon Ltd.
900 85 Vištuk
Slovakia
www.foolmoonfilm.com
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Logline:

Director’s statement:

THE WEBSTERS FAMILY – A world within our world.
Cobwebs holding together lives that are so much like our
own ones.
The Websters are a common family with the relationship and
cross-generational dilemmas that all of us know far too well.
There are father and mother, the children (a teenage son and
a small daughter), and grandma and grandpa. They belong
to a great line of arachnids with eight legs and four eyes.

The Websters lives in a cosy rural cobweb above an old
rake in the garden shed. It is their heirloom, built by their
great-grandparents and which they are very proud of, but
it is also quite cold, damp and dark in there. Moreover, it
is becoming quite small for a family with two kids, not to
mention the inevitable clashes with the grandparents living
under the same roof. The mother longs for a modern kitchen
that would be just her own, the father wants his dream job,
and the kids – the small spidergirl and the teenage spiderboy
– want separate rooms. And this is where the Websters’ story
starts, with the family moving to its new house.
Excellent education, full TV reception, a skiing holiday in
the freezer, a sauna in the oven vent, a spa in a toilet tank, a
modern shopping mall on the windowsill – all of these things
are offered by their new home in town. The father can start
working at a modern factory producing canned flies; the
mother discovers organic food, and the son gets unlimited
access to the internet, where he can endlessly discuss the
complicated issues of spider silk.
Only the small spidergirl does not really fit in. Everybody
laughs at the country girl with her strange ideas. Nobody
seems to appreciate how very special she is. Yet her open
and loving heart and the unique way in which she perceives
the world will soon win her many good friends. At the
same time, it is becoming more and more obvious that the
family cannot survive without her help in coping with many
challenges their new life forces them to face.
And did you think the grandparents would stay behind? No
way would they miss the chance to help with the moving and
making the children’s new home a perfect place. They do not
doubt that everybody loves grandma’s crotchet tablemats
and grandpa’s inventive ideas for improving the versatility of
spider thread.

Description of the main story line
and poetics:
The world of spiders is a part of the human world as well,
and serves not only as the stage for their little dramas but is
also greatly influenced by people. For instance, the human
habit of spring cleaning has forced spiders to become
migratory creatures. Threatened by such events, they are
able to move very quickly. The spider’s silk is of great help to
them, allowing them to create a cosy home whenever they
need. They can even fall without hurting themselves.
The life of the Webster spider family mirrors the world as
seen through the eyes of a child. The narrator is a small
spider girl who can not only see and name what is going
on, but who can also figure out all kinds of solutions. The
episodes cover a wide range of topics, from the everyday life
of a family and its members to more general cultural and
social issues.
Is it better to buy tinned food or to catch flies yourself?
My brother is always on the net. How can I get him to play
with me?
How to put up with my grandma living under the same roof?
The often very humorous similarities of lives lived within
a spider web and those lived within the web of human
relationships reveal many different aspects of our everyday
reality which should be of interest not only to children but
also to their parents.

Facts:
Genre: animated children’s television series
Animation technique: 3D animation
Spoken word: dialogues
Number of episodes: 26
Length: 10 minutes / episode
Target audience: 6 – 10 years old
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1993 – 1999 VŠMU Bratislava – Animation Film Department
2001 – 2007 Postgraduate studies at the same department
2009 – established her own production company, Fool Moon
Ltd.
FILMOGRAPHY
director, scriptwriter, animator
LOVERS WITHOUT CLOTHES 1997
ORIGIN OF THE WORLD 2002
STONES 2010
MIMI & LISA
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PRESENTATION OF POLISH
ANIMATION STUDIOS

May 6, 5.30pm, Visegrad Animation Forum,
Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
With support from the Polish Film Institute, local animation has recent enjoyed
a certain success. Poland today is represented at numerous festivals through short and
long films, participates in co-production projects and has been developing numerous
television serials and feature animation projects. Our special program presents some
of Poland’s dynamic animation studios involved in international projects.
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Badi Badi FX studio

NoLabel

Aleja Wilanowska 281
02-730 Warszawa, Poland
Tel.: +48 22 3132222, fax. +48 22 3132223
Email: d.osak@badibadi.com, niedzwiedz@badibadi.com,
www.badibadi.com

ul. Fabryczna 20A
31-553 Kraków, Poland
ul. Wolska 88
01-141 Warszawa, Poland
Tel.: +48 12 399 46 28, Fax: +48 12 399 46 29
Email: office@nolabel.com.pl

A specialized postproduction and animation studio Badi
Badi deals with the process of commercials, video clips and
movies, as well as creation of 3D animations and special
effects generated by computers. Babi Badi has produced
the film Pelican by Magdalena Osińska and collaborated on
the special effects of the feature film Jánošík by Agnieszka
Holland. Now it develops the serial Abi Bagi.
Guests at VAF 2013: Tom Nedved, Dominika Osak

Grupa Smacznego
Ul. Niedźwiednik 26 d
80-292 Gdańsk, Poland
Tel.: 58 347 79 09
Email: biuro@g-s.pl, www.g-s.pl
Boutique studio and production company started from
shorts and outsourced TV series for children and made its
debut on international markets in 2008 as the creators of
Harry and Toto TV series.
At the moment they are working on our new feature
animation project Mice on Strike.
Guests at VAF 2013: Robert Jaszczurowski, Lukasz
Kacprowicz and Marcin Wasliewski

Human Ark
ul. Czerniakowska 73/79
00-718 Warszawa, Poland
Tel.: +48 22 22 77 788, fax: +48 22 22 77 796
Email: info@human-ark.com
Warsaw-based digital animation studio specializing in 3D
character animation and complex special effects creates
animated short films, feature films and TV series as well
as VFX for commercial and film productions. Their short
film The Lost Town Of Switez, an epic adaptation of a 19th
century ballad by Adam Mickiewicz, gained recognition
worldwide. Two projects are in development: The serial
Casparade and the full-length animation film Diplodocus
(80 min). http://human-ark.com
Guests at VAF 2013: Wojtek Wawszczyk
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NoLabel has been working with Polish and foreign
production houses, implementing 3D animation in
advertising and a unique multimedia exhibition. In the same
time their films have been appreciated both at Polish and
international festivals like Ziegenort (directed by Tomasz
Popakul) premiered this year at International Film Festival
Rotterdam. www.nolabel.pl
Guests at VAF 2013: Piotr Szczepanowicz, Tomek Ducki,
Anna Rezner

Studio Miniatur Filmowych
ul. Królewicza Jakuba 12a,
02-956 Warszawa, Poland
Tel./Fax: +48 22 845 53 45
Email: smf@smf.com.pl
A traditional studio founded already in 1958 was known by
the legendary animation crew of Jerzy Swierczynski with
e.g. Witold Giersz or Halina Bielinska, Jan Lenica. With
the expansion of television more TV programs were being
produced as the series Prosze Slonia, some of the episodes
of Dziwne przygody Koziolka Matolka or Pies, kot i.... The
structure of the Studio changed after 1990 with new times
and new people comming. http://www.smf.com.pl
Guest at VAF 2013: Wlodzimierz Matuszewski, Joanna
Ronikier, Agnieszka Sadurska

WJTeam
Aleja Marszałka Józefa Piłsudskiego 135
92-318 Łódź, Poland.
E-mail, wojtek@wjt.com.pl, anna@wjt.com.pl, justyna@wjt.
com.pl
Film production studio is envolved in stop-motion puppet
animation, live action films, commercials, music videos,
maquettes and props building, puppets making, organisation
of shooting and postproduction, as well as workshops
involving various animation techniques.
Guests at VAF 2013: Justyna Rucińska, Anna Mroczek,
Wojciech Leszczyński
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VAF 2013 PITCHING OF
SHORT FILM PROJECTS

May 7, 9am, Visegrad Animation Forum / Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
A presentation of short animated film projects from Central Europe, held before
a group of international professionals and producers from various countries with the
aim of promoting local talents and projects and helping local professionals’ entry on the
international scene. The programme is designed primarily for young filmmakers and
producers and also serves as an educational program allowing them to confront their
projects with international professionals.
The competition of nine short film projects will be followed by a lunch for the
participants and international producers. After lunch, at 1pm the pitching will focus on
projects out of competition by Central and East European producers.
The 2pm “producers’ coffee” offers a unique opportunity to meet producers in a oneon-one meeting based on prior appointment. Please consult the organisers to make an
appointment.
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JURY

Nicolas Burlet
Nadasdy Film, Switzerland

Olivier de Bannes
O2B Films, France

Espen Olaisen
Oneiros, Norway

Thom Palmen
Botnia Film, Sweden, Estonia

Andras Erkel
Studio Beastarts, Hungary

Matija Šturm
ZVVIKS, Slovenia

Christian Müller
Eyecatch Productions, Germany
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Electrifying Love
Director: Avgousta Zourelidi
avgousta_zourelidi@yahoo.com
Producer: Nathalie Algazi
nathalie@lavoielacteeproductions.com
Production company: La voie lactée
39 rue de Torcy
75018 Paris France

Avgousta
Zourelidi

Nathalie
Algazi
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Synopsis:
A male electric pylon from Siberia is transported and
installed in the heart of England. He instantly falls in love
with a British female pylon but the cultural difference
complicates his integration to the electric fleet.
„Electrifying Love tells the tragicomic musical love story
of a male electric pylon from Siberia who is accidentally
transported and installed in the heart of the English suburbs.
Although he tries his best he doesn’t manage to fit into the
new cultural environment. Things get even worse when he
meets and falls in love with a female pylon. His attempts
to win her heart fail miserably. All that he achieves is to
annoy her and create interference in radio and electricity
transmissions.
One day a heavy blizzard hits the city. Pylons fail to provide
electricity causing blackouts and accidents in the nearby
town. The Russian pylon is the only one who can withstand
the cold and saves the day. The Female pylon realizes that
she loves him. They share a moment of happiness, in form of
a musical duet, just before he is taken away to be recycled.
Female pylon is devastated and decides to shut down her
own circuit, she is also taken away. The two pylons are
reunited by being recycled into one object.

Director’s treatement:
„I was inspired to write this story in the summer of 2011.
During a train journey I noticed several lines of electric
pylons stretching out into the distance. They reminded me
of parading soldiers marching into the void of the morning
fog. Their anthropomorphic structures sparked an idea
for a tragic love story. This is an allegorical tale about two
characters from very different backgrounds and the cultural
differences they have to overcome in order to communicate.
It is about the alienation and stereotyping of people that
move from their homeland to another country and the
problems that arise with that. But above all this is a story
about relationships and how love can help deal with all these
issues.
I‘m drawing from personal experiences to write this film.
When I was 9 years old my family moved from Russia to
Greece. The cultural differences and language barrier
caused many problems in my interactions with other people
and I believe these are important issues to explore in a film.“
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wear everyday, and the imaginary world picturing the true
selves of the pylons, what they dream of.
The musical elements in this film will create a great contrast
between the static reality of these metal structures and the
vibrant dance numbers they share to express their love for
one another.
In the reality scenes the characters will animated in CGI
but rendered in a way that will make them look flat. The
secondary animation for example birds and clouds as well
as any effects like smoke, rain will be animated using digital
2D. The BG’s will be painted either digitally or traditionally.
This will enable us to create a flat environment that will be in
complete contrast with the musical scenes.
The musical scenes will be animated using 3D CGI. This will
give us the freedom to move the camera dynamically around
the characters as they dance and sing.This will give us the
freedom to place and animate the camera in more dynamic
ways as it will be able to pan around the characters as they
sing and dance.

Director’s biography:
Avgousta Zourelidi was born in 1984 in St-Petersburg,
Russia and has since lived in Greece and the U.K. At the age
of four she drew a red bunny rabbit and was admitted into
an art school – after that there was no turning back. Since
then she has completed a BA in Animation at the University
of Wolver- hampton and an MA in Animation Direction at
the National Film and Television School. Her graduation
film Laika (9’, 2010), about the first dog in space, was shown
in more that 40 festivals around the world. She has worked
as an Animation Director on the Annie nominated TV
series Chuggington. She is currently working as Animation
Director at Rovio, in Finland on the Angry Birds animated
series.

Treatement:
The film has two very different settings, the real world and
the imaginary/musical world. The difference between them
being that one symbolizes the social mask every pylon has to
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Happy End
Author: Jan Saska - jansaska@volny.cz
Producer: Tomáš Pešula - tomas.pesula@studiofamu.cz
Unit production manager: Kamila Dohnalová - kamila.
dohnalova@gmail.com
Production company: Studio FAMU
Klimentská 4
11000, Praha, Czech Republic
www.famu.cz
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Logline:
A black comedy about death with a happy ending.

Synopsis:
Opening credits. A funeral car bumps over a rock in the road.
Title: Chapter 3.
A gunshot is heard from a forest. A hunting scene turns into a
drinking binge. One of the hunters finds a bloody body. The
hunters quickly sober up and transfer the body to the hospital,
where it is immediately taken to the operating room. After
a while an injured man comes out of the room. Covered in
bandages, but alive.
Title: Chapter 2
A tractor drives across a field. The tractor driver is busy with a
crate of beers. A body is lying in the field; the tractor is heading
in its direction. As the driver grabs another bottle, the reaping
machine hacks the body to pieces. Shocked, the driver checks
the body, but the situation is hopeless. He bundles up the
remains and runs into a nearby forest. He runs back emptyhanded. A gunshot is heard from the forest.
Title: Chapter 1
A body rolls down a cliff. At the foot of the cliff, a car is driving
along the road. The driver is not paying attention; he is lighting a
cigarette. A crash follows, and the sound of sharp breaking. The
horrified man sees a body wedged in his windscreen. He starts
up the engine again, turns the car into a field, drops off the body,
and drives away. A tractor drives across the field.
The final recap sequence unfolds backwards:
The rescued man walks backwards into the operating room.
Pieces of his body come back together through the reaping
machine. The body flies upwards and over the cliff, back into a
coffin that is pieced together from the fragments spread along
the road. The coffin bumps on a rocky road and flies back into
the boot of a passing funeral car. The car bumps over a rock in
the road.
The end.

Treatment:
A dead body falls out of a hearse and onto the road. It is hit
by car, chopped by a reaping machine and shot by huntsmen.
In the end it is taken to the hospital and brought back to life.
The plot is set in a typical Czech environment, shown with
a certain amount of criticism and self-deprecating irony.
However the general mood is positive. For this reason, the
visual approach emphasises a gritty earthiness (reflected in
the colour scheme) and hyperbole.
The film will be created through classical animation using
pencil and paper. Pencil animation is considerably livelier
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than when working with a tablet. In the process of making
the film itself, however, several methods of computer
animation will be used (2D, 3D) as a model and to aid in
the drafting process. The final piece of visual art will be
composed strictly from hand-drawn pieces (all 3D objects
will be drawn in hand).
The film will be made as a school assignment in line with
the internal guidelines of FAMU. The total budget will not
exceed CZK 120,000 (4,800 euros).

Director’s explication:
The film is a lose adaptation of an anecdote, which is
narrated chronologically: It starts with a dead body falling
out from a hearse, followed by an accident with another car,
with a reaping machine and with a group of hunters. Finally,
the body is taken to the hospital. It ends with a doctor
coming out of the operating room and saying to the hunters:
“It was close, but we saved him!”
What I particularly liked about the theme is not only how the
individual events are sequenced and how they comply with
typical Czech stories, but also how it deals with the motif
of violence – the extent of which is in direct proportion to
the force of the punch line. The more brutal the injury, the
more compelling the punch line. Although explicit violence
is a common tool in black comedy, in this case it is definitely
not without purpose. Quite the opposite: it is a necessary
prerequisite for the film’s success.
In adapting the anecdote I had to solve the problem of turning
the verbal punch line into animation. Because of its absurd
nature, no visuals could satisfactorily replace the specific
meaning of the words. Since it is the climax of the whole
film, any doubts about the meaning would degrade the story
significantly. I was therefore looking for a visual moment that
would deliver the punch line with similar effect. I found it in the
opening scene of the dead body falling out of the coffin on the
road. Subsequently it was possible and – in my opinion – more
interesting to tell the story in reverse.
The focus of the punch line thus moved from absurd rescue
towards the fact that the injured person was dead from the
beginning. This climax seemed a better and more powerful
conclusion to the plot, which is builds gradually and
continually. Also, the verbal aspect was no longer needed,
making the film more internationally accessible.

Director’s biography:
Jan Saska (*1987, Prague)
2003 – 2007: Václav Hollar High School of Art
2007 – 2010: Tomáš Baťa University in Zlín, Classical
Animation
2010 – now: FAMU, Animation
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Illusion
Author: Jelena Bešir (jelenabesir@gmail.com)
Producer: Milan Milosavljević (archangel.void@gmail.com)
Production company: Academic Film Center of Students
City Cultural Center Novi Beograd
Bulevar Zorana Djindjica 179
11070 Belgrade, RS

Jelena
Bešir

Milan
Milosavljević
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Logline:
A man buys a female figure made of ivory in a Chinese
antique shop. At night, the figure turns into a real woman.

Synopsis:
Sunset is painting the streets. A shadow, wearing a coat and
a hat, stops by an antiques shop. He observes a figurine in
the window, a woman made of ivory. He enters the shop.
A bird is sleeping on the old salesman’s hat. The man
purchases the figurine from the shop window. It is dark. On
his way home, he passes by a couple in love. He enters the
room. He puts the ivory figurine on the table, switches on the
lamp.
He turns around, takes his coat off, and leaves. The shadow
of a woman figurine comes alive and dances. The shadow’s
dance stops when the man enters the room. From the table,
the figure watches him. Transformed into a real woman’s
body, she approaches and embraces him. She morphs from
a woman’s face to an ivory face. The man tries to pull free
from her embrace.
In the end she turns into smoke, which fills the room and
starts to come out onto the street. He wakes.
Everything becomes clear. There is a figurine on the table.
He throws it out the window.
As it falls, the figurine turns into a bird and flies away to join
its flock.
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loneliness, Eros and Thanatos, and the blending of reality
and fantasy have all intrigued and indeed inspired me for
this project. Ivo Andrić was a Serbian author, and the winner
of the 1961 Nobel Prize in Literature.
The film’s co-author is academic painter Bojana SindjicAntonijevic. The project’s will require us to hire an expert
team (director of photography, animators, sound engineer,
editor and composer). The approximate budget required for
the film is 25,000 euros, a third of which is expected from
the Serbian Ministry of Culture; the remainder would be
sought from international funds.

Director’s biography:
Jelena Bešir was born in Zaječar, Serbia, in 1972. In 2001,
she graduated from the Dunav Film School in Belgrade with
the films The Bug and Breath. To date, she has created six
award-winning animated films.
Bešir lives in Belgrade as a freelance artist.
www.jelenabesir.com

Treatment:
The story is carried along by phantasmagorical poetry that
opens up the potential for combining various animation
techniques. The backgrounds would be done using the
classical 3D technique, combining painted 3D models and
large photo prints. Collages of futuristic forms are inserted
into photographs of old Belgrade, thus creating a visual
identity that reminds us of both the past and the present.
The characters will be developed by combining the pixilation
of animated photography and 2D collage within a 3D space.
The use of these techniques, combined with light and
shadow, creates uniquely lively atmosphere. I used these
techniques in my debut film The Mirror. The sounds will be
recorded in real-life surroundings and will be combined with
sound effects and with original composition/music.

Director’s statement:
Ivo Andrić’s story Woman of Ivory left me with immensely
strong visual images. The story’s sensuality, the eternal
issues in the relationship between men and women,
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Killer Whales
Author: Bálint Gelley (balint.gelley@gmail.com)
Producer: József Fülöp (fulop@mome.hu)
MOME Anim Budapest
1121 Budapest HU
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Logline:
A story about finding harmony again in the mystic depths of
the human mind.
Synopsis: A boy and a girl are swimming in the open ocean.
They relax, then dive into the depths, breathing the salty
liquid as if it was fresh air. They discover long-sunk cities
and ships underwater with some killer whales, following
them on their path.
The boy wakes up from this harmonic scene in an unfamiliar
living room. There is a family party there, but he only knows
the girl, who has come home after a long trip abroad. He
feels awkward. One of the family member turns into
a frightening being, and he runs away into the woods.
The boy is in a forest; there is a birthday party for him there.
He is enjoying the party, but at one point his old teacher
accuses him of having stolen a ladder. Also, he finds a
picture of a jumping killer whale, which reminds him of the
harmony he has lost. He tries to find the girl, but there are
too many turtles around, and he feels that they mean harm.
He escapes from the amphibious creatures, and find himself
between waltzing couples in a ballroom.
The search continues until the riot police arrive, and
suddenly the ballroom becomes a wave of aggression and
it takes him over. The police catch him and press his face
into the marble floor. His face dives into the water with an
enormous splash. His hands are chained, but he is happy
because he can see the girl at the bottom of the ocean,
walking peacefully with the killer whales.

Treatment:
Killer Whales will be a 7-minute short film based on the
author’s own dreams, developing the dream language
through animation. The film’s aim is to create a unique
atmosphere with the same audiovisual narration of dreams
(and the short story). The classical hand-drawn animation
technique was a logical choice, since it allows you to make
sudden scene shifts more sensitively and to easily morph
characters to become somebody else than they were just
moments ago. The project is in quite an early stage; there
is a script and the graphic style is in development. The first
explorations of the visual style are attached. Estimated
budget: 55,000 euros.
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author Ádám Bodor. I have always been interested in the
connection between literature and film, and also write short
stories in my free time. So I decided to make a short film
adaptation from one of my most personal stories – adapted
from various dream sequences that I experienced in 20092010. I wrote a diary about these dreams, and put these little
scenes together to create a story that has a clear meaning
but uses the narrative of dreams. For example: “Amongst
long-sunk cities and ships we roam, inhaling the salty liquid
as it was the fresh autumn air after rain. I can feel it making
its way into my chest just to get back to the ocean again,
just like the killer whales silently following us on our path.
We are free, your hair floats all over me and I bathe in its
golden-ochre on the couch where I regain consciousness in
an unfamiliar living room. I only recognize the scent.”
“There’s also a picture on the table of a jumping killer
whale. This reminds me of you, so I start to look for you,
but there are more and more turtles and I’m more and
more desperate. Disgusted, I jump between the amphibious
creatures. In their silent approach, I can feel that they mean
harm. Fortunately my suit avoided being dirty but not my
hands, because I forgot about you.”
“Bastards! – I throw my glass in the directions of the cops.
I realize I should flee, but I believe it’s too late. They push
me to the ground, smashing my head against the marble,
and I dive into the water with an enormous splash. I feel
the handcuffs tying my hands, but despite the salty water
stinging my eyes I am smiling because I can see you clearly
now, walking on the bottom of the sea with the killer
whales.”

Director’s biography:
Bálint Gelley is a Hungarian animation filmmaker who
graduated from the MOME Animation department in 2012.
Before his graduation film, he made several films on his own
and with fellow animation students. His works have been
in competition at several international festivals including
Greece, Romania, Lithuania, the Czech Republic and
Hungary.

Director’s statement:
My name is Bálint Gelley, I am a recently graduated
filmmaker from MOME Animation. In my graduation
film, Hearth, I adapted a short story by the Hungarian
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Nina&Ondro
Director: Veronika Obertová - ove@ovepictures.com
Director: Michaela Čopíková - ove@ovepictures.com
Producer: Danuta Gęgotek - Danuta.gegotek@
colabpictures.com
Juraj Krasnohorsky - Juraj@artichoke.sk
Production company: Artichoke
Čapkova 16
811 04 Bratislava / Slovak Republic
Colab Pictures
Próchnika 8a/4
Warsaw, Poland
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Logline:

Director Statement:

A world-fearing boy has a chance to be saved by a courageous
girl, but his fears might be stronger than her love.

Love and fear are the deepest of all human emotions that
move us forward. Nina & Ondro is a coming of age love
story, with unusual and richly imaginative visual style, in
which fear eventually surrenders to love. Our main goal is
to create an original short animated film, with an unusual
visual style and a combination of techniques. We love
and believe in traditional techniques and this is why we
chose stop motion animation. We will work with different
materials such as paper, fabrics and plastic foil animation.
We want to build emotions not just from narrative, but also
from the visual.
Fear can have different forms and appearances. We felt fear
when we were small and we also feel it now. This emotion
remains inside us to a more or less harmful extent. Little
children have fear of the dark, monsters and bogey men from
movies they shouldn’t have seen and they feed it with their
own imagination. As they grow up their fear changes. There
come doubts, we fear being exposed to ridicule, disappointing
somebody, we fear for our beloved ones, simply put, we create
phobias. However, fear is related to our background. To the
way we were brought up, to the society and culture in which we
grew up. The reason we are attracted by this story is very simple.
We have to face fear almost every day, so this is our chance to
overcome some of them.

Synopsis:
Nina is a naturally fearless and curious child. She takes
things as they come. For her the world is a huge playground.
Ondro is the exact opposite. He learned to fear the many
dangers of the world. Now he sits in the security of his room
only daring to observe the world through his telescope.
Every dark corner hides fantasy monsters, always ready to
bite him with their big and sharp teeth. Nina and Ondro
meet at school and in spite of being so different, they soon
become friends. Nina becomes Ondro’s safe guide to many
adventures, which he would never dare to live alone, she
helps him to tame his fears and change monsters into cuddly
toys. But instead of eventually turning their friendship
into love, Nina and Ondro unexpectedly back off. They are
separated from each other by nothing else, but their own
fears. It will now be Nina’s task to find courage and save
Ondro, just like a prince would save his loved one in an
ancient legend.

Treatment:
The narration is divided into a real world where the
characters live and a fantasy world where their fears become
alive. The characters in their real world will be made from
paper and plastic foil and animated frame by frame. There is
an interesting visual connection between the main characters
made from paper and the very simple designed backgrounds
made from plastic foils. Fantasy world of fear will be made
from layers of fabric and as well animated in stop-motion. The
fear creatures and emotions will be hand drawn and animated.
The overall production budget is 71.600,- EUR. We were
supported by the Slovak Audiovisual Fund (AVF) in preproduction, with a sum of 2.000,- EUR and the project scored
high in the commission’s report. We applied for funding for
production at the AVF and we plan for a support of up to
50.000,- EUR and we are planning to apply to PFI as we have a
Polish co-producer.
Co-producer’s and Producer’s participation is estimated to
11.600,- EUR. From other sources of financing we are planning
to get up to 8.000,- EUR. The financially most demanding part
of our production is linked to the animation process, because
of the more complicated technique we have chosen. Any
additional funding will help us improve precisely the animation
process and the way the final film will look.
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Director’s biography:
Ové is a duo of animators, namely, Veronika Obertová and
Michaela Copíková from Bratislava, Slovakia. We studied,
worked and lived, both home and abroad, in places such as San
Francisco, Lisbon, Thessaloniki and back in Bratislava. Under
our brand Ové Pictures we create animation, music videos,
illustrations and motion design ( www.ovepictures.com).

Company:
Artichoke is a Slovak film production company founded in
2009 in Bratislava by director/producer Juraj Krasnohorský
and producer Henrieta Cvangová. Artichoke recently
completed a feature film for cinemas (Tigers In The City)
and two short films. All producers are MAIA Workshops
alumni. Colab Pictures is a Warsaw based company,
established by Katarzyna Siniarska and Danuta Gęgotek,
and dedicated to animation and documentary films.
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The Wild Boar
Author: Bella Szederkenyi
(bella.szederkenyi@gmail.com)
Producer: Erkel Katalin
(katalin.erkel@budapestanimation.com)
Production company: Budapest Animation
Gabor Aron 24.
H-1026, Budapest, Hungary
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Logline:
She has strong instincts, special instincts.
She’s not like everyone else. They call her: The Wild Boar.
She has only one weakness: she is a hand fetishist.
She thinks she can survive anything alone.
Almost anything.

Synopsis:
This story is about a very short, very sensitive but intense
period that exists in the life of every person during their
teenage years, when their youthful ego is crushed for the
first time. The Wild Boar is a dark tale from the city, which
romanticises the feelings that we all experience as we grow
up. The main character is a girl who is about 11 years old. She
lives alone on the streets of a big city. She has no future, and
no one cares. She keeps people at arm’s length – why would
she need “people”? She is rough, wild, and strong. She
knows how to survive on the streets. That is why they call her
“The Wild Boar”. She has strong instincts, special instincts.
Instincts that the animals of the city can feel; they know that
she is not like everyone else.
The humans are unable to catch that energy – although they
feel some strange… vibrations when she looks at them from
under her heavy monobrow. She has only one weakness:
she is a hand fetishist. She is distracted easily by nice hands,
beautiful nails and radiant skin. Maybe it’s because her
hands aren’t so nice. Her hands have nails that are gnawed
to the bone, and dirty. The whole girl is dirty, tiny, skinny
and sinewy. She wears a worn tracksuit and heavy lace-up
men’s shoes, which are several sizes too big. Shoes that
absolutely do not fit with this dirty, little, smart mowgli who
can survive anything alone. Almost anything.
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my previous movie, Attila Pacsay, who is also the composer
of the Oscar-nominated animated short entitled Maestro.
I will only need a small team of animators, in-betweeners,
painters and a compositor for around four months to
complete the project. My expectations for The Wild Boar are
that for it to become a successful festival piece, and also a
high-quality TV special.
Note: The project has not yet been pre-purchased by any TV
channel.

Director’s biography:
Bella Szederkényi is a young Hungarian animation
director. She won 6 awards for her most recent animated
short, Orsolya. The film was selected for more than 30
international film festivals such as Annecy, Animafest, Krok
and the Melbourne International Animation Festival. Her
other film collaborations include I Had Three Grandmothers
(2012) by Katalin Glaser (as animation director) and The Tie
(2010) by Nagypar Orsi (as art designer).

Director’s statement and treatment:
„My proposed animated short, The Wild Boar, is a film
of around 13 minutes made using traditional hand-drawn
animation on paper. The movie has no narration or dialogue,
so it will be driven forward by strong visuals and by a
dynamic atmospheric sound design. Its target audience
will be both young adults and adults. The Wild Boar is an
original story written by myself. The story was adapted by
myself with the help of Rita Domonyi (script doctor) and
Daniel Gray (writer/director). I am currently working on
the storyboard and the animatics, which will be finished in
March. During this time, I am looking for producers and
funding for the film.
By the month of May, I plan to have a teaser for the movie.
I am the movie’s director, art director and designer. I would
like to work with the composer and sound designer from
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World’s Collection of Curiosities
Author: Veronika Szemlová (szemlovav@gmail.com)
Producer: Libor Nemeškal (szemlovav@gmail.com)
Tomas Bata University in Zlín, Fauculty of Multimedia
Communications
Stefanikova 2431
76001, Zlín Czech Republic
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Logline:
Through the mechanism of a music box, the story describes
the behaviour of totalitarian society and shows its
connections to today’s lifestyle in the capitalist world.

Synopsis:
The film starts with look at life in a totalitarian society. The people
are components of a complicated mechanism, which is finally
revealed to be a music box. Their ordinary routine is to turn
around on a cylinder and hit their heads on metal plates. They
show no emotions. After each rotation cycle, they are fed with
food by the officer (a kind of reward for their good mechanical
behaviour). The reward system also reflects the diversity of the
turning characters (members of this micro-society). Everything
seems to work quite smoothly, but the amount of food gradually
becomes smaller and the officers do not have enough to feed
their victims. The situation reaches intolerable level and causes
a revolution. New music, composed by a dissident composer,
shows the people how to revolt. In line with his composition,
the people now occupy new positions in shoes on the cylinder in
order to play the right melody, which opens the music box and
sets them free to leave the big music box. Opposite the music
box there is a door, everybody goes there and by the wardrobe
in the hallway, they dress up as new colourful personalities.
Suddenly, protagonists find themselves in the „capitalist“ society,
where the main goal in life is to have fun – dancing to reproduced
music in accordance with changing fashions. Different genres
are found in different dance halls, and the style of the music
player in each hall corresponds to the genre of music. When one
genre loses popularity, the people move to a new dance hall with
more modern music. The dissident becomes aware that there
are also people inside the music players (playing the reproduced
music) who only can function because of leftover food from the
dancers – who regularly stop to have a bite to eat. Although most
of the people know that the music comes from such an oppressive
mechanism, nobody dares to disturb this „entertainment“.
Although they witness injustice, the people do not care. The
dissident composer is the only one who tries to expose the
foolishness of this new system... Thanks to his continual work,
the people eventually get together to sing a melody themselves,
without the help of music players. This act opens their box again...

Treatment:
The story begins like an absurd humorous fairy tale and ends
as a moral. The film tries to create a parallel between two
societies that are oppressive in different ways. The people in a
totalitarian society are stuck in shoes anchored to a big cylinder
that is rotating in synchronized uniformity. Everyone wears
T-shirts with numbers indicating their position; some of them
are wearing helmets. The dissident is the only person wearing
a T-shirt with a question mark (the insubordinate number
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eight). The system is coordinated by an officer who wears an
exclamation mark; when he claps, the cylinder stops turning and
the people stand in line to be fed or to be evaluated according to
the officer’s notes. Those who are obedient are rewarded (e.g.
with helmets) and the others are punished. Then the people get
back onto cylinder. The cycle repeats. Gradually, we learn the
character’s modes of behaviour (from helpfulness and integrity
to sycophancy and informing). When the revolution comes, the
officer is trampled and the dissident seeks the way to freedom. He
now shows what he had been writing in his notebook - music.
The story tries to develop this principle using the metaphor of
dance halls and reproduced music. We try to show a kind of
deliberately oppressive regime that causes people not to care
about life and freedom. The idea of a new change is shown
through the impulse to sing a melody together without the help
of reproduced music.
BUDGET: When considering the items necessary for film’s
birth and its life (composer of music, sound designer, editor,
additional animator, colourist, promotion), the estimated budget
is 2,800 euros. I don’t evaluate my work, as this film is part of my
graduate project and the university supports me through
a monthly scholarship.

Director’s statement:
The story was born out of a need felt by myself and the
script’s co-author Tomáš Pasterný to reflect upon the mood of
the society in which we live, to analyse our national historical
experience, and to connect it with present-day life. The movie
has two parts using a different visual style, atmosphere and
animation style. The first part, comprising approximately
two thirds of the story, is dark and strictly animated. The
second part seems initially beautiful, stunning with a looser
animation style in order to deceive the audience and finally
show this world’s negative side: people’s ignorance. The
estimated length is around eleven minutes. The number of
scenes and takes will be compressed to a minimum in order to
keep up the pacing and present our ideas in pure form. Every
detail has its reason and details that appear in totalitarianism
have their analogy in capitalism. One important element is
music and sound design, as the melodies play a significant
role. Moreover, the opening of the music box after revolution
should be a surprise for the viewer. Prior to this, the tones
must be present somewhere in the background, but very
stylised so as not to betray the point.

Director’s biography:
I am currently studying for a PhD. at the Department of
Animation at Tomas Bata University in Zlín. My previous
film You Shall Not Leave the Way! has won several awards
in the Czech Republic and abroad. I am also a part of the
organizing team for the festivals „Zlín Spring“ and „Folk
Holidays“.
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XO
Author: Ivan Ivanovski - dzanbatista@gmail.com
Producer: Elena Stanisheva - estaniseva@yahoo.com
Production company: VEDA FILM Productions d.o.o.e.l.
Socijalisticka Zora 36/1-3
1000, Skopje, Macedonia
Logline: History repeats itself

Ivan
Ivanovski

Elena
Stanisheva
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Logline:
History repeats itself

Synopsis:
The film will be an artistic representation of people in their
everyday life and work. One example show people doing
their work in vain, another shows two groups of people
working counterproductively, causing the status quo to
remain. At the same time, work will be shows as a game
of Tic-tac-toe (or Xs and Os). Workers are turned into
machines while doing their repetitive work.
Director’s statement
„XO is short animated film made using stop-motion/cutout
animation. Our aim is to show the parallel between different
time periods and ideologies that drive society. It is a critique
of the technocratic tendencies found in methods of ruling
people and organizing society and the state. By doing their
everyday work, people become dehumanised and are turned
into machines.“ Ivan Ivanovski
The estimated budget is 30,000 euros; 13,500 euros are
being provided by the Macedonian Film Fund.

Director’s biography:
Born 27 September 1983 in Skopje, Macedonia. BA in
sculpture from the Faculty of Fine Arts in Skopje.
Ivan Ivanovski has shown his works at many individual and
group exhibitions of sculpture, drawing, multimedia and
installation art. In 2007 he began creating experimental
videos and short animated films.
To date, Ivanovski has directed six short animated films,
which have been shown (and some of won awards) at various
international film festivals. He is currently studying at
FAMU in Prague, Czech Republic.
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Yellow / Žltá
Author: Ivana Šebestová (sebestova@yahoo.com)
Producer: Monika Křupalová (mona@feelmefilm.com)
Production company: feel me film s.r.o.
Obráncov mieru 100
96901, Banská Štiavnica, Slovakia
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Logline:
Freedom is a matter of choice.

Synopsis:
Yellow is a metaphorical story of a young woman who
struggles between self-control and spontaneity, sorrow and
joy, blue and yellow. Blue represents her effort and selfcontrol. She is a professional cellist and loves music, but for
the sake of her career she sacrifices her desires, joy and vital
energy, literally losing her breath, turning blue. She changes
into a corpse.
Yellow on the other hand stands for spontaneity and the
courage to live life to the fullest. She is initially scared to
death of yellow as something unknown, but when she finally
stops struggling and absorbs it, she finds joy and freedom.
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The story of Yellow is very simple and deals with freedom
and lightness. My intention is to apply these ideas to the
film’s visual side as well, and to make it as spontaneous as
possible. The movie aims to create a metaphorical story with
playful animation and visual associations, using black-andwhite drawing with yellow, blue and green accents to stress
the symbolic value of these colours.

Director’s biography:
Ivana Šebestová studied at the Animation Department of the
Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts in Bratislava, where
has recently been teaching. Her films include My Love
(Lásko má, 2002), Lionardo Mio (2005), Four (Štyri, 2007),
and Snow (Sneh, 2013).

Treatment:
Viola is a young woman who is scared of yellow. She avoids
touching yellow surfaces because she is submerged in them: her
hands permeate through yellow walls, her body falls into yellow
chairs, her feet sink into yellow sidewalk stripes. She is even
terrified of the sunshine.
She lives in a port town. She loves the sea but she is so consumed
by her career that she never has time to go to the beach. She is a
professional cellist and must practice all day long.
In the evening, the concert begins. Viola starts to play; her
concentration is so deep that she forgets to breathe. Her skin
turns blue. The silk of her yellow gown starts to flow down
her body and creates a pool under her feet.
She falls into the yellow. She is drowning. At first she fights,
but then she gives up and takes a deep breath, knowing that
the colour in the lungs will kill her. But she can breathe. The
yellow fills her body; her skin loses its blue tone and she
recovers her joy and energy.
When she appears on the surface again, she finds herself on
the yellow sand of a beach next to the boundless green sea…
The chosen animation technique is traditional drawings on
paper, with each frame painted as a complete picture. The
film’s estimated length is 6 minutes, and its estimated total
budget is € 50,000.

Director’s statement:
Sometimes I have this dream: I fall into the water and I am
drowning. I struggle for life but then I give up and take a
deep breath and – I am able to breathe. At that moment I feel
absolute joy and freedom. This is the sentiment I would like
to express in the film.
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The Missing Star
project for animated short film
Director: Loic Malo
Producer: Christian Pfohl
Production company: Lardux Films
45ter rue de la Révolution
93100 Montreuil, France
Tel 33 1 48 59 41 88
Fax 33 1 42 87 29 34
lardux@lardux.com
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Logline:
In The Missing Star, Stalin reviews his rise to power in his
head during his agony of death. His being beaten by his
mother as a child and his paranoia of conspiracies are used
to construct an image of Stalin as a tormented coward and
alcoholic. During this final step in the darkness, he is first of
all someone who has lost his physical and mental health.

Synopsis:
Stalin is dead but he still believes that he is at his height. The
Soviet limbo of The Missing Star is inhabited by shadows
and ghosts. In this realm of nowhere, people wear the
clothing of the gulag and debunk the statues of Stalin. In this
atmosphere at the end of his reign, two zeks want to kill him.
It isn’t so easy to deal with the “little father of the people”,
especially when he takes the bull by the horns.
The machine began to act crazy when an energetic
woman talking politics with a funny accent arrives. From
communism to the market economy, the controversy swells.
This is the fight. Each boasts its worldview, and Stalin feels
very lonely.

Director’s explication:
With my 2010 project The Tintouin Kid, I made puppets
with pictures. The kid suffered from the chicken pox and
was dragged into a self-destructive spiral. The film told his
struggle to live normally, but it was clear that things went
wrong in his head. The Missing Star is similar. The story
evokes a slightly deranged mind. In fact, it is a nightmare in
which anything can happen.
The propaganda films of the Stalin era have had a longlasting impact on me. This is the base material that lies at
the origin of the story. There is everything that marks the
richness of a time: his tragedies, his amazing individual
career, and at the end of this journey, a man – Stalin. What
to make of these archival photos and all the complexity that
marks the life course of those dark years of Stalinism? The
project evokes this diversity: PROPAGANDA PICTURES,
IRRATIONAL SITUATIONS, CENSORSHIP GRAPHIC
INTERVENTIONS, and the HISTORY of Stalinism.
In my little Theatre of the Absurd, I do my best to make
a fragile world of paper cutouts in which my puppets will
traverse a very elastic space-time. And if everything is
possible, nothing is left to chance. In this collision between
past and present, the narrative develops a free vision of the
great upheavals of our modern times.
What I noticed was a touching simplicity. Each image evokes
an individual drama. It is impressive for this reason. All
those condemned to the gulag will disappear, but the picture
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retains their ultimate testimony. Nobody will be spared.
At the time of quotas willed by Stalin, condemnations are
massive. If the pattern is missing, they invented it.
It is difficult to ignore Article 58 of the Penal Code and its
subparagraphs. The false trials and secret directives that
increased the performance of condemnations gave me the
context of the story.
Someone condemned to 5 years for complaining rejoices
that it isn’t 10 years. But someone who is sentenced to 10
years is convinced that he is lucky because it could have
been 25. And another who was sentenced to 25 years weeps
with joy for not being shot. If the harsh reality of Stalinism is
mentioned, the universe of my film follows a different logic.
Everything is upside down. It is IRRATIONAL, dreamlike,
MENTAL. Situations based on a kind of Theatre of the
Absurd in a great photo COLLAGE decor.

Stop-motion animation:
The CHARACTERS (about 20 cm) are paper photos
articulated with aluminium wire. The finishing of the
puppets will be made on old style. Scratching, frottage or
painting on the photo will provide the first traces of the
malicious censor. Many photos in the end, the faces are
animated by substitution on the puppets. With reference
to the 1930-50s, coats, hats, berets and caps ensure
consistency of silhouettes. This little world is driven hard.
The effectiveness of animation in The Missing Star is not
limited to its fluidity. There are also ways worthy of a zealous
political commissar (disappearances, sudden appearances of
puppets, lateral slipping to send puppets out of frame).

Christian Pfohl
Producer and founder of Lardux Films, which has produced
animated short films for television, series, documentaries,
and other multimedia projects.

Loic Malo
Studied at l’École Nationale d’Art de Cergy-Pontoise and at
l’École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs de Paris.
Photographer, animator, artist.
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The Overcoat
project for animated short film
Director: Jeremy Purcell - info@amanandink.com
Producer: Lorraine Lordan - lorraine@amanandink.com
Production company: A Man & Ink
2nd Floor, Mazars Place,
Grattan Road, Salthill, Galway, Ireland
tel +353 91 501046
www.amanandink.com
info@amanandink.com
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Synopsis:
Christmas Eve in a snowy Russian village. A grandfather
wakes his young, sleeping grandson for company. The
kid is disappointed it’s not Christmas morning - he was
expecting presents. The grandfather offers his coat, but the
kid turns his nose up. They hear a scream outside, and the
Grandfather begins telling a story his old friend Nikolai
once told him, about a clerk called Akaky, whose coat was
so threadbare, he was always made fun of at work. After a
run-in with the scary Commissioner, the head of his whole
department, Akaky is forced to get a new one. He saves
his money, and works night and day. Finally, his new coat
arrives. It’s such a hit, he’s invited to a party, where he feels
like a king. But walking home, two thieves steal it from him.
A plea to the Commissioner for its return is useless; without
it, Akaky catches cold, and passes away. Soon, the ghost of
Akaky appears, looking for his coat. People are terrified. The
Commissioner is ordered to arrest this apparition; he begins
to have nightmares. After the same two thieves corner him,
the ghost of Akaky appears, and takes the coat back for
himself. The thieves are caught, the Commissioner softens,
and Akaky’s ghost is never seen again. So we should be
thankful for everything we have, the Grandfather tells the
kid, and again offers his coat. The kid takes it gratefully, and
the Grandfather wishes him happy Christmas...

A Man & Ink:
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travel to the continent of Europe. Commencing with two
years experience at The Cartoon Saloon, she then travelled
to the Czech Republic, working on “Paz” (also known as
The Paz Show), a television series produced by Telescreen
BV, Egmont Imagination, King Rollo Films, Open Mind
Productions, and Discovery Kids. Her next port of call
was Germany, where she put her talents to use on another
animated TV series, “Tom & the Slice of Bread with
Strawberry Jam and Honey”, as well as other commercial
projects. While travelling, she also worked freelance for
companies as far away as Costa Rica. She returned to Ireland
in 2003, where she became a founding member of A Man
& Ink. Since the, she has worked as Animation Director on
TV series such as “Ish’hafan” and “Joe & Jack”, and has also
directed a number of festival trailers and adverts for the
Galway Film Fleadh. She is currently in development with
a number of projects.

Jeremy Purcell
Jeremy has been working in the animation industry for the
past 12 years, starting with Cartoon Saloon straight out of
college in 1999. In 2003, he left Kilkenny to set up A Man
& Ink with Lorraine. Over the years, he has held various
positions on various productions most notably, creator/
director of The Variety Show, SFX supervisor on Brendan
and the Secret of Kells, producer on Miss Remarkable and
her Career, animation director on “Ish’hafan”, and most
recently director on “Joe & Jack”. He is currently working as
SFX supervisor on the feature film Song of the Sea.

A Man & Ink have worked on numerous projects over the
past 8 years, on a slate including the IFBfunded short
animation Scarecrow, the television series The Variety
Show, which was broadcast on RTÉ in 2009, and design and
animation on the Oscar-nominated feature Brendan and the
Secret of Kells (Cartoon Saloon). In 2010, they co-produced
the award-winning 30-minute short film Miss Remarkable
and her Career with Lisbet Gabrielsson AB (Sweden) &
Bullitt Films (Denmark), which won the prestigious Fipresci
Award at the 34th Annecy Animation Festival, among other
awards. Also that year began production of animation on
a 20 x 14 min TV series, “Ish’hafan”, set and broadcast in
the UAE. Since the beginning of 2011, work has commenced
on a new series, Joe & Jack, a 39 x 7 min pre-school series
to be broadcast in 2012. This year will also see them bring
new projects to the market, including their own 30-min TV
special The Overcoat and several projects at various stages
of development.

Lorraine Lordan
Lorraine Lordan has used her animation experience to
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The Tree
Director and art designer: Lucie Sunková
Producer: Martin Vandas, Michal Procházka
MAUR film
Salvátorská 4
11000, Praha 1, Czech Republic
www.maurfilm.com

Lucie
Sunková

Martin
Vandas
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Logline

Director’s statement:

A poetic family drama about a lonely tree on a nearby little hill.

I am trying to put together a very human story and a drama
about life that will offer the charming and pure simplicity
of the world of plants. For this reason, I have decided
to talk about people’s fates and parental drama through
metaphorical characters – trees growing on the hill in the
landscape. Trees also have a strong purpose in life, like
mothers and fathers – to provide wood for our tables, doors,
chairs. The real human characters are less important in
the film, although they remain mysterious and present.
But I think it is the trees who incarnate a cycle of our life
in a rather interesting way. They stay immobile, they grow
wherever the takes root. Their destiny is given up to the
mercy of the weather, unpredictable storms and winds. But
I am trying to show how they could share the same human
drama. In the film, the tree is aging and losing its life,
although it raises a child.
For me, this separation is the central point of the film. The
two trees are separated by tragic circumstances of fierce
weather on the windy hill. But at the same time they have
to serve a higher purpose in life – becoming a table and
a chair for the family. I plan to give quite strong human
characteristics to the trees – they will stand in a landscape
with eyes, faces. The branches will serve as arms, the
trunk would fit as a solid body. The only thing that remains
inhuman is that our trees cannot talk together. They cannot
express their affection verbally, nor via pantomime – but
through only one thing: being close to each other.
Despite all the hardship and pain, such a parental fate gives
you something more – the distinct beauty of a life that is
never easy nor random. When spring comes and both of
them – the old and young tree – look out of their house,
they can see a lot of little tiny oak sapling growing from the
opposite hill. They all come from the acorns they left there
while being trashed about by the storms.

Synopsis:
On a little hill opposite a cottage, an old oak tree overlooks
the landscape and a nearby family house. The tree lives a
cycle similar to life of the family nearby. One day, a tiny bud
breaks through its hard old crust and develops a beautiful
blossom on the branch. To the tree’s joy and surprise, a
young sapling growing out of his acorn on the ground next
to it. From now on, we see the old tree protecting its tiny,
fragile child from rainy winds and from dry summer days.
This tree-son is playful, like the child that was born in the
family house opposite the hill. But one day, the old trunk is
uprooted by a malicious storm. The people from the cottage
come to cut its trunk in order to make a new carved table for
their family room. To its sadness, the old tree is turned into a
table around which the whole family sits together. But it tries
to look out of the window to see its young son growing on the
hill alone – until one day the horizon is empty. To the table’s
big surprise, the family father brings a new chair carved from
the young wood.

Treatment:
Young filmmaker Lucie Sunková (1974) evokes a touching
nostalgic story of parental love via a simple metaphor of
trees. Her emotional film of animated paintings presents a
universal family drama about ordinary hardship and all the
little silent tragedies that parents encounter while raising
their children. We will feel what all of them go through.
What it feels like to lose your children. The parental fear
for one’s children, which start the life just as they are about
to finish it. What heartbreaking joy and solitude does
parental love bring along. But above all, the film leads us to
understand that being a parent is a higher purpose, a service
that we must deliver. We have to raise our kids, look after
them, and follow their first little steps despite the fact that
they will grow into the world already alone – young, fragile,
inexperienced. It is touching, but not sentimental, fatalistic
but not melodramatic.
The Tree is a film combining the technique of glass painting
with computer postproduction. Sunková’s narration is based
on the expressive qualities of colour, on the elegant rhythm
of the paintings and the movement of animation. As a result,
the trees will talk to us as human faces, eyes, gestures. They
will mirror the life of the real people living in the cottage
nearby. There will be no dialogue in the film. The estimated
running time is 10 minutes.
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Director’s biography:
Lucie Sunková (1974) graduated from the prestigious
Prague cinema school FAMU (www.famu.cz). She shot two
student films Havran (Raven) and Podobizna (Portrait) using
painting animation. Her film Pelargonie (Geranium, 2005)
was screened at many prestigious festivals, including the
extensive retrospective of Czech animation (1950-today)
held at Fantoche 2012 in Baden. Sunková is currently
working on an animated adaptation of Aimé Cesaire’s poems
for French television.
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2½ Bodies
Author: Tatu Pohjavirta
Director: Tatu Pohjavirta
Producer: Petri Rossi – petri.rossi@indiefilms.fi
Company: Indie Films Oy
Malminkatu 22 c 55
00100 Helsinki, Finland
+358 40 563 46 03
indiefilms@indiefilms.fi
www.indiefilms.fi

Tatu
Pohjavirta

Petri
Rossi

May 7, 4pm, Visegrad Animation Forum, Zlatá Hvězda Hotel
Lounge, Třeboň
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Logline:

Format: 2D, digital stop motion
Duration: 90 min

Love leads the uptight policeman Oskar to the wrong side of the
law when he accidentally kills a colleague. This contributes to
his childhood trauma and makes him split in two.

Director’s statement:

Short synopsis:
Oskar is an uptight police officer whose father is in jail.
Oskar meets the illegal artist Sara and falls in love. In order
to save Sara from the police, Oskar accidentally kills his
colleague. Detective Pinkerton hungers for revenge and goes
after Oskar while sinking deeper and deeper into alcoholism.
Oskar has to abandon his uniform and go underground.
Oskar’s hated father gets out from jail. Finally the tension
between law and crime physically splits Oskar in half.
With the help of insects, the alcoholic Pinkerton manages
to capture Sara. Oskar has to ask for help from his hated
criminal father before he can reach Sara. Can Oskar become
whole again? How will he survive the vengeful Pinkerton?

Extract from the treatment:
Some artwork is burning on a stake. Oskar, a harsh-looking
policeman, throws some African sculptures into the fire. He
is wearing a uniform, a combat belt and a club. Oskar has
a scar that runs from his hairline through the middle of his
collarbones and inside his clothes. Oskar enjoys burning art.
Oskar works at a police station. On the wall there is a sign
that says “Art is crime!”. Oskar is writing a report on a
computer powered by insects. The computer halts. Oskar
fixes it by inserting more insects. There are two bigger
desks in the room. These belong to brothers Pinterton and
Vinkerton, the police chiefs. Pinkerton is a good man and
doesn’t drink, he his does paperwork at his neat desk very
efficiently.
Vinkerton is an alcoholic and a reckless person, who dozes
away his drunkenness at his own filthy desk. Oskar thinks
that the no-good Vinkerton should get fired and leave his job
for someone more competent and young – that is, for himself
– but Pinkerton is protecting his brother.
The police station receives an alarm, and a patrol of four
policemen leaves for the crime scene. In the middle of a
city street there an enormous sculpture made of wood is
blocking traffic. It is an exotic-looking female figure that
looks like it is rising through the street with its fist extended.
Vinkerton sets a bomb that works with insect mechanics.
But he is drunk a blows himself up. Oskar saves the situation
and places a bomb under the sculpture. The sculpture is
destroyed. Pinkerton thinks that Oskar has made a fool out
of Vinkerton. And so Pinkerton orders Oskar to clean up the
remains of the sculpture....
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The film deals with the subject of law and crime. There are
the criminals, and then there is law and order. “Official”
society is “legitimate”, but that doesn’t mean that it is any
more moral. In the end, the division between law and crime
is ambiguous. The social contract makes us see things in
black and white, but things are not so clear. In the end, the
law is theory and it is executed more like a slot machine
– a one-armed bandit. We cannot choose our parents, on
which side they stand and how moral they are. We have to
accept them as they are. And if we don’t like their echoes in
ourselves, we can try to be ‘better’.
The traumatic relationship between crime and law
metamorphoses into Oskar physically splitting into two
halves. In the end, Oskar is able to accept his father - after
becoming a father himself. The world is not black and white.
Oskar realizes this and his split body can heal.
The story is handled humanely and with humour. The love
story lends a sympathetic tone to the film. Black humour
and dark subjects dominate the story, but there is light at the
end of the tunnel. Although the world seems a gloomy place,
there is always hope and the possibility of love. It is never
too late to settle things.

Director’s biography:
Tatu Pohjavirta was born in 1977 in Helsinki, Finland.
He studied animation at the Turku Arts Academy. Since
graduating in 2001, he has worked as a freelance director,
producer, animator and teacher of animation. His bestknown work is the half-hour puppet animation
Elukka (Animal).
Films:
Eläimiä eläimille – Animals for Animals (2011, cutout
animation, 10 min)
MET (2008, experimental, 3 min)
Jatkoaika – Overtime (2007, cutout animation 10 min)
Jano – Thirst (2007, cartoon animation, 2 min)
Elukka – Animal (2005, puppet animation, 28 min)
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French puppets feature
project and Tin Gods

Olivier
de Bannes

Project of animation feature in stop motion
Director: Juan Antin
Scriptwriter: Juan Antin
Producer: Pascal Le Nôtre, Olivier de Bannes
(p.lenotre@foliascope.fr; olivierdebannes@free.fr)
Production company: FOLIASCOPE, O2B Films, Ayllu
animaciones, La Fabrique d’Images
May 7, 1.30pm, Visegrad Animation Forum, Zlatá Hvězda
Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
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The Visegrad Animation Forum presents the work-inprogress Tin Gods (Tepulpaï et le Soleil d’Or)– the first
animated feature film about the conquest of Latin America
by Spanish troops as seen through the eyes of the natives
(and children). The film by Argentinean filmmaker Juan
Antin will also be the first (majority) French puppet
animation. The producers, Foliascop and O2B Films, are
looking for a co-production partner from countries with
a traditionally high level of stop-motion animation.
Guest appearance: Olivier de Bannes, O2B Films

Synopsis:
Tepulpay, a little Quechua Indian, wants to be a shaman.
But he is very young and is not taken seriously in his village
when he predicts the worst in the threatening shadows that
the sun casts on the valleys of the Andes. The arrival of the
Spaniards takes him on a breathtaking adventure, from the
City of the Sun to the Spanish court, from the Amazon to the
Sistine Chapel. In Europe, Tepulpay discovers a civilization
that exploits nature and its denizens. Will he succeed in
saving his people and restoring harmony in the land of his
ancestors?
This look of the Inca culture helps us to see their ancient
cosmogony, in which man is part of a fragile world, one piece
in the totality of our existence – a worldview that implies a
thorough respect for the Earth. This stands in opposition to
the European view in which man is the centre of creation,
ordered by biblical injunction to become master of the
Earth. The young hero, Tepulpay, will come to embody the
values of his own civilization by facing the values of the
conquistadors who enslave the natives and are obsessed
with their quest for gold.
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Revisiting the myth of Orpheus and
Norwegian puppet animation

Thomas
Simonsen Balmbra

Director: Thomas Simonsen Balmbra,
DoP: Aleksander Andreassen, Petter Napstad.
Production company: Oneiros.
Distribution: Norwegian Film Institute
May 7, 3pm, Visegrad Animation Forum,
Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
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The Visegrad Animation Forum presents two professionals
from Norway: producer Espen Olaisen from the Tromsø
production company Oneiros and filmmaker Thomas
Balmbra from the studio Traum Toys. Together they shot
the stop-motion film Orpheus – an adaptation of the famous
Greek myth. It is the story of a musician who plays so
beautifully that it enchants anyone who listens to it. When
his bride-to-be Eurydice dies, he travels to Hades to bring
her back. The film is shot on 16mm and is inspired by Czech
puppetry, German expressionism and body horror. Thomas
Balmbra (b. 1985) is a filmmaker and performance artist
who studied at the Nordland Art and Film School and at The
Academy of Arts.
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Eyecatch Productions
and Studio Nice
Eyecatch Productions
Christian Müller
Spichererbergstr. 71
66119 Saarbruecken
Germany
Tel.: +49 7141 856119
cmueller@eyecatchproductions.de
Studio Nice
Moritz Mayerhofer
Fredersdorfer Straße 10
10243 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 (0)30 9700 5380
Email: mayerhofer@studionice.de

Christian
Müller

Moritz
Mayerhofer

May 7, 4.30pm, Visegrad Animation Forum,
Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
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German production company Eyecatch Productions and
Berlin-based Studio Nice were co-producers on a Bulgarian/
Croatian animated documentary film called Father (being
shown in international competition at this year’s Anifilm).
This very personal film brought together five Balkan and
East European filmmakers, who interpreted their vision of
the intimate relationship between father and child during
a period of drastic change or major social transition. The
animated documentary stories were based on various
interviews that served as the original source for the film’s
script. The project was supported by the Robert Bosch Fund
in 2010 and was completed in 2012 for a premiere at the
Stuttgart Festival.
The Třeboň presentation of Eyecatch Productions and
Berlin’s character animation studio Nice will focus on
their approach to East European projects and international
low-budget co-productions involving highly artistic, social,
experimental or political themes.
Producer Christian Müller has been involved in various
artistic social animation projects and cinematic
experiments, including the documentary/travel-adventure
TV show Crossing Australia and the “silent movie +
orchestra” Live Multiple Screen Show. He has also produced
German-Polish animated short films such as The Time
(2006) and co-produced Father (2012).
Studio Nice is a 3D/2D character animation studio that
develops short films and various other animated works.
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THE FUTURE OF THE SHORT
FILMS – PANEL DEBATE

May 7, 5pm, Visegrad Animation Forum,
/ Zlatá Hvězda Hotel Lounge, Třeboň
Sales representatives, distributors and producers present at VAF 2013 will discuss the
possibility of bringing short animated films back into distribution and regular television
programming. Sarah Adam from KurzFilmAgentur Hamburg will present the German
experience with short film organizations, which have become active in the country’s
cultural policy and created a movement. We invite speakers to share their experiences
from Germany, France and Central Europe, with a focus on the following issues:
- How to support short films within the modern cinema and audiovisual industry.
- Is there a way of bringing animated short films back to cinemas? Who can play
such a role and who has experience with such endeavours?
- European TV formats and windows for short animation films.
- Alternative distribution of short films via online platforms, festival circuits, etc.
- What is the role of short films in contemporary cinema?
Participating in the panel are Isabelle Le Guern from the Off-Courts festival and short
film market and Annie Dissaux from the French Animated Film Association, AFCA.
They will be joined by Polish sales agent Jan Naszewski from New Europe Film Sales
and Daniel Deák from Hungary’s Daazo.com
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Sarah Adam
KurzFilmAgentur Hamburg,
A Wall is a Screen As Well, Germany

Isabelle Le Guern
Off-Courts, France

Annie Dissaux
AFCA, France

Jan Naszewski
New Europe Film Sales, Poland

Daniel Deák
Daazo.com, Hungary

Giuliana Sana
SediciCorto, Italy

Luca Zanfini
SediciCorto, Italy
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Croatia
Vanja Andrijević
producer, Bonobostudio, vanja@bonobostudio.hr
Dijana Mladenović
producer, Kinematograf, dijana.mladenovic@pu.t-com.hr
Krešimir Zubčić, editor buyer, head of foreign programme
dept., Hrvatska radiotelevizija, Kresimir.Zubcic@hrt.hr

Czech Republic
Zuzana Bahulková, filmmaker, Zlín UTB, bahulka@volny.cz
Eliška Chytková, filmmaker, Zlín UTB, ela.chytkova@gmail.com
Kamila Dohnalová, producer, FAMU,
kamila.dohnalova@gmail.com
Ondřej Dolejší, filmmaker, FAMU, ondrejdolejsi@seznam.cz
Martin Duda, filmmaker, martin.duda@vfx.cz
Petr Dvořák, general director, Czech Television,
petr.dvorak@ceskatelevize.cz
Jakub Halousek, owner of the studio, Studio Anima,
halousman@gmail.com
Michaela Hoffová, filmmaker, FAMU,
michaelahoffova@seznam.cz
Martin Hovorka, producer, Eallin Motion Art, martin.
hovorka@eallin.com
Soňa Jelínková, filmmaker, FAMU, sonajesona@gmail.com
Renata Kačerovská, editor, Czech television,
kacerovska@gmail.com
Jan Kallista, producer, Athanor, athanor, athanor@nextra.cz
Martin Kotík, producer, Rolling Pictures,
mkotik@rollingpictures.cz
Vladimíra Macurová, filmmaker, Zlín UTB, macurova.
vladka@gmail.com
Jan Maxa, director of development, Czech television,
jan.maxa@czech-tv.cz
Vladimír Mráz, producer, QQ studio, vladimir.mraz@qq.cz
Michal Podhradský, producer, Animation People,
michal@animation.cz
Radim Procházka, producer, Studio Anima,
radim@radimprochazka.com
Michal Procházka, organizer, producer, ASAF,
prochazka@maurfilm.com
Jan Saska, filmmaker, FAMU, jansaska@volny.cz
Lukáš Skalník, producer, Eallin Motion Art,
lukas.skalnik@eallin.com
Veronika Szemlová, filmmaker, Zlín UTB,
szemlovav@gmail.com
Vratislav Šlajer, producer, Bionaut, vratislav@bionaut.cz
Martin Vandas, producer, MAUR Film, vandas@maurfilm.com

Finland
Tatu Pohjavirta, filmmaker, pohjavirta@hotmail.com
Petri Rossi, producer, Indie Films, petri.rossi@indiefilms.fi

France
Nathalie Algazi, producer, La Voie Lactee productions,
nathalie@lavoielacteeproductions.com
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Dora Benousilio, producer, Les Films de l’Arlequin, dora.
arlequin@gmail.com
Olivier Catherin, producer, Les Trois Ours, olivier@lestroisours.fr
Alain Cure, musician, cure.alain@free.fr
Olivier de Bannes, producer, O2b films, o2bfilms@gmail.com
Annie Dissaux, AFCA, anniedissaux@free.fr
Anne-Charlotte Fauvel, festival organizer, Rencontres
Audiovisuelles Lille, anne-charlotte@rencontres-audiovisuelles.org
Isabelle Le Guern, Film market manager, Off-Courts,
isabelle@off-courts.com
Florence Miailhe, filmmaker, fmiailhe@gmail.com
Christian Pfohl, producer, Lardux Films, lardux@lardux.com
Annick Teninge, director, La Poudriere, contact@poudriere.eu
Avgousta Zourelidi, filmmaker, avgousta_zourelidi@yahoo.com

Germany
Sarah Adams, distributor, KurzFilmAgentur Hamburg,
sales@shortfilm.com
Moritz Mayerhofer, filmmaker, Studio Nice,
mayerhofer@studionice.de
Christian Müller, producer, Eyecatch Productions,
cmueller@eyecatchproductions.de

Hungary
Barbara Bakos, filmmaker, MOME Budapest,
barbra.bakos@gmail.com
Gelley Balint, filmmaker, MOME Budapest,
balint.gelley@gmail.com
Daniel Deák, sales, Daazo.com, danieldeak@daazo.com
András Erkel, producer, Studio Beastarts,
aerkel@studiobaestarts.com
Gyorgyi Falvai, manager, coordinator, MOME Budapest,
falvai@mome.hu
Jozsef Fulop, professor, director of animation department,,
producer, MOME Budapest, flp@mome.hu
Vanda Horváth, editor-in-chief, Children and Youth
Programmes, MTVA, Media Service Support and Asset
Management, horvath.vanda@mtva.hu
Panna Horváth-Molnár, filmmaker, MOME Budapest,
panna.horvath.molnar@gmail.com
Brigitta Iványi-Bitter, researcher, MOME Budapest,
brigitta.ivanyi@gmail.com
Béla Klingl, filmmaker, producer, KGB studio, klinglbela@
kgbstudio.hu
Bella Szederkényi, filmmaker, Budapest Animation,
bellaklaraster@gmail.com

Italy
Giuliana Sana, organizer, Sedicicorto festival, 16corto@gmail.com
Luca Zanfini, Sedicicorto festival, luca.zanfini@tiscali.it

Macedonia
Ivan Ivanovski, filmmaker, dzanbatista@gmail.com
Elena Staniseva, producer, VEDA FILM Productions,
estaniseva@yahoo.com
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Norway
Thomas Balmbra, filmmaker, Traum Toys studio, axxn@
hotmail.com
Espen Olaisen, producer, Oneiros, espen@oneiros.nu

Poland
Tomek Ducki, filmmaker,, mail@tomekducki.com
Robert Jaszczurowski, producer, co-owner, Studio Gruppa
Smacznego, rjaszczurowski@g-s.pl
Lukas Kacprowicz, Art director, co-owner, Studio Gruppa
Smacznego, lkacprowicz@g-s.pl
Anna Kowalewska-Onaszkiewicz, deputy head of Film
Agency TVP SA, Anna.Kowalewska-Onaszkiewicz@tvp.pl
Wojtek Leszczynski, producer, WJT Films,
wojtek@wjt.com.pl
Wlodzimierz Matuszewski, CEO, producer, Studio Miniatur
Filmowych, wmatuszewski@smf.com.pl
Mateusz Michalak, Chief Executive Officer, Fumi Studio,
mateusz@fumistudio.com
Anna Mroczek, producer, WJT Films, anna@wjt.com.pl
Jan Naszewski, sales agent, coordinator, New Europe Film
Sales jnaszewski@gmail.com
Tom Nedved, co-owner Badi Badi, director of animation, Badi
Badi, niedzwiedz@badibadi.com
Dominika Osak, producer, Badi Badi, d.osak@badibadi.com
Anna Rezner, development, No Label, arezner@nolabel.com.pl
Joanna Ronikier, development, Studio Miniatur Filmowych,
joanna.ronikier@gmail.com
Justyna Rucińska, producer, WJT Films, justyna@wjt.com.pl
Agnieszka Sadurska, filmmaker, Studio Miniatur
Filmowych, agnie_sadu@o2.pl
Zofia Scislowska, manager, Fundacia Krakowska Filmowa,
zofia@kff.com.pl
Piotr Szczepanowicz, filmmaker, producer, No Label,
p.szczepanowicz@nolabel.com.pl
Anja Šošič, sales agent, coordinator, New Europe Film Sales,
anja@neweuropefilmsales.com
Marcin Wasilewski, director, co-owner, Studio Gruppa
Smacznego, mwasilewski@g-s.pl
Wojtek Wawszczyk, producer, owner of the Studio, Human
Ark, wojwaw@human-ark.com

Romania
Mihai Mitrica, festival, producer, Anim Est,
mihai.mitrica@estenest.ro

Serbia
Jelena Besir, filmmaker, jelenabesir@gmail.com
Milan MilosavljeviĆ, producer,
festival organizer, archangel.void@gmail.com

Slovakia
Peter Badač, producer, Nut Production, Bfilm, peter@bfilm.sk
Maroš Brojo, programmer of the festival, co-ordinator, Fest
Anča festival, majobrojo@gmail.com
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Peter Budínský, filmmaker, organizer,
Fest Anča, biudix@gmail.com
Michaela Čopíková, filmmaker, Ové picturtes,
copikova@gmail.com
Andrej Gregorčok, filmmaker, VŠMU,
gregorcok.andrej@gmail.com
Eva Gubčová, head of animation depart., VŠMU
Bratislav gubcova@vsmu.sk
Katarína Kerekesová, producer, filmmaker, APAF,
Foolmoon - katakerekesova@gmail.com
Andrej Kolenčík, curator, Fest Anča, andrej@festanca.sk
Peter Košťál, filmmaker, peter@ekran.sk
Norma Kralovska, producer, Filmpark, norma@filmpark.sk
Juraj Krasnohorský, producer, Artichoke, juraj@artichoke.sk
Monika Křupalová, producer, Feel Me Film,
mona@feelmefilm.com
Kamila Kučíková, production, Fest Anča festival,
produkcia@festanca.sk
Halka Marčeková, script editor, TV Drama Department,
Radio and Television Of Slovakia, halka.marcekova@rtvs.sk
Veronika Obertová, producer, art designer, Ové pictures,
berta@ovepictures.com
Maria Oľ hová, filmmaker, olhovamaria@gmail.com
Eva Pavlovičová, director, Fest Anča festival, eva@festanca.eu
Vanda Raýmanová, producer, filmmaker,
vanda.raymanova@gmail.com
Jana Slezáková, supervision, Fest Anča, jana@festanca.sk
Martina Šáková, filmmaker, tinasako@yahoo.de
Ivana Šebestová, filmmaker, pedagogue, VŠMU,
sebestova@yahoo.com
Michal Struss, animator, misostruss@gmail.com

Slovenia
Andraz Poeschl, editor in chief, Culture and Arts
Programme, RTV SLO, Slovenia, andraz.poeschl@rtvslo.si
Matija Šturm, producer, ZVVIKS, matija@zvviks.net

Sweden
Thom Palmen, producer, sales, Botnia film, thom.palmen@
botniafilm.com

Switzerland
Rolf Bächler, pedagogue, coordinator, rBächler@sunrise.ch
Nicolas Bulvert, producer, Studio Nadásdy Film,
nicolas@nadasdyfilm.ch
Zoltán Horváth, filmmaker, producer, Studio Nadásdy Film,
Zoltan.horvath@nadasdyfilm.ch
Michaela Müller, filmmaker, mi@triboje.com

UK
Joan Lofts, media specialist, lecturer, joan.lofts@gmail.com
Lorraine Lordan, producer, A Man & Ink,
lorraine@amanandink.com
Jeremy Purcell, filmmaker, A Man & Ink, info@amanandink.com
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